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UCF softball heads into the A-Sun
tournament tomorrow as the No. 2 seed.

RIDE

•

- SEE SPpRTS, A10

GUIDE

Looking for employment this summer?
The 2004 Statewide Job Fair is tomorrow.
-SEE INSIDE

tuition may rise 7. 5 percent
.,

ANDRES HEALY

recently approved the raising
News Editor
of tuition for all students.
UCF's trustees are expected to
UCF's Board of Trustees approve a similar measure
will vote tomorrow on authorizing the school to
whether or not to raise the implement the legislature's ·
health fee and parking decal proposal.
fee, as well as increasing the
In addition to the mandated
cost of tuition for undergradu- inc;reases, the state also
. ate residents by 7.5 percent and empowered individual schools
all others by 12.5 percent.
to raise the tuition rate for
The board also will decide non-Florida resident students
whether to change tlie status an additional 2.5 percent,
of both the Rosen School of something UCF declined to
Hospitality Management and do.
, • the School of Optics from
This means that the average
schools to colleges. In addi- credit hour for an undergradution, board members will ate resident will climb from
study different ways to market $63.41 to $68.16. Residents who
online classes on a national are graduate· students will pay
level and will discuss possible $21.32 more per credit, bringplans for tuition adjustments ing the total cost to $191.95.
for those classes.
Non-resident undergraduAs part of an effort to raise ate and graduate students will
more funds for state universi- pay $48.51 and $89.09 more per
ties, the state legislature class, respectively. This will

..

...

bring the total cost per hour
for non-resident undergraduates to $462.02. Non-resident
graduate students will pay
$801.89.

In addition to the rise in
tuition, UCF will also vote to
approve a rise in the parking
decal fees. UCF officials say
the 5 percent increase is necessary to maintain the shuttle
system and other vital functions.
Even with the increase,
UCF · still expects to lose
$352,016 in net revenue from
the parking system. It will be
the first time in three years
that the department will spend
more money than it brings in,
even though the incoming revenue of $8.6 million is the
highest total ever.
Lastly, trustees will also
vote op. whether to raise the
health fee. Last September, the

How will annual tuition i.ncrease affect you?
Undergraduate rates based on 30 credit hours per year
Graduate rates based o~ 19 credit hours per year
Undergraduate resident tuition
Undergraduate nonresident tuition
Graduate resident tuition
Graduate nonresident tuition

Fall 2003

Proposed increase

Proposed Fall 2004

$1,902
$12,405
$3,242
$13,543

7.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

$2,044.65
$13,955.63
$3,647.25
$15,235.88
SOURCE:UCFDIVISION OFADMINISTRATION ANO FINANCE

board had to lower the health
fee to $6.18 per credit hour,
after the Department of Education found that they were
charging more than allowed by
state law.
According to that law, universities must limit increases
in fees to no more than 40 percent of tuition. Thu~ UCF low-

ered its fee to the maximum
legal limit. ·
Now that a tuition increase
is forthcoming, UCF once
again plans to raise the fee to
$6.60 per credit hour, the same
increase it had previously
approved.
In total, if the board
approves all the requests for

fee and tuition increases, the
average undergraduate resident will pay $106 per credit
hour. T he average graduate
resident will pay $235.98 per
hour.
Non-residents will pay
$519.55 and $876.41 per hour for
undergraduate and graduate
programs, respec;tively.

UCFhanded a

$50 mil raise

•

State funds new video-game academy
ANDRES HEALY
News Editor

.
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From left, UCF Board ofTrustees Chairman Dick Nun is, President John Hitt and Vice President of Administration and Finance William Merck discuss changes in UCF's Master Plan with media. The
school compromised with local homeowners and environmentalists on plans to build on sensitive campus land, and create a new_road for cars to reach the campus from McCulloch Road.

· Bush halves UCF's plans for preserve
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

.'

,

'

UCF's plans to turn 14 acres
of the sensitive northwest conservation area into Greek
housing was changed significantly, thanks to an April 29
ruling by Gov. Jeb Bush and the
Cabinet. The old plan called
for.each developed acre ofland
to l;>e tailored to house at least
57 Greek students and· raised
cries- of outrage from local
· environmentalists.
"It is unfortunate that it took
a year and a half, a petition to
the Master Plan and·the hiring
of attorneys to make UCF's
administration do the right
thing and what they should
have done all along," said
Susan Eberle, one of the origi.nal petitioners and a resident
of a nearby neighborhood.
Eberle, along with the Sierra
Club of Central Florida and

other petitioners - including
four UCF . students - had
pleaded their case in Tallahassee, hoping to prevent UCF
from bulldozing the only natural habitat left on the ·campus.
In the end, a compromise of
sorts was reached. The proposed Greek housing will be
confined to· 6.7 acres on the
southern portion of the 24-acre
northwest conservation area.
This is 7.3 acres less than the
original 14 acres proposed in
UCF's Master Plan. Additionally, a fence will be placed
around the remaining property.
to protect the natural habitat of
the area
"We feel that the process
worked," said Eberle. She
added that the final ruling has
nothing to do with who won or
who lost, "[The] environment
won," she said contently.
"We're not crestfallen over
it," said Presi~ent John Hitt at a

press conference. Still, he said
three or four Greek houses will
be lost because of the acreage
cut.
When questioned about the
ratio of space for Greek housing to the space for other campus housing, the administra-:tion did not have- a clear
answer. William Merck, vice
president for administration
and finance, explaine_d that fraternities, which currently
inhabit 12 acres of on-campus
land, are more than just a pb1ce
to sleep - each one is "a focal
point, an activity center."
Hitt also spoke of the strong
presence that Greeks have on
campus. He said that 80 percent of UCF's student leaders
come from the Greek communities.
"We would have liked to
support them by giving them
more houses," Hitt said. "I've
not been able to meet one of

the goals I had for the student
leaders on this campus."
Concerning the protesters,
~=p~~~ed, "We're glad they're1
The governor's decision
also places the preserve and
the Arboretum under a land
use designation or '.'conservation,'1 which directs the university to complete a feasibility
study before considering any
building, including a proposed
golf course and parking garage.
About 30 courses at UCF
take advantage of the Arboretum as a teaching tool. "Taking
away the Arboretum means .
taking away a research area,"
said Ian Pfingsten, a junior
majoring in biology, and one of
the speakers at the April 29
hearing. According to Pfingsten, he has had five classes so
far using the Arboretum as an
PLEASE SEE

With the ending of the
state's legislative session, UCF
has 50 million reasons to celebrate. UCF received the highest increase in funding in the
state - $50.3 million.
_ .UCF also received funding
for "Project E," which is a new
academy UCF is statting to
teach students the skills they
need to work in the video
gaming industry.
The
project,
which
received $4.2 million from the
legislature, is a partnership
between UCF and EA Sports,
a division of Electronics Arts
Inc., which is famous for its
sports related video games.·
UCF will use the funds to
create the Florida Interactive
Entertainment Academy in
the College of Arts and Sciences. T\ie academy will fall
under the auspices of the film
and digital media area and will
be open to post-baccalaureate

students.
The state hopes that the
academy will convince the
software giant to expand its
central· Florida operations
from 300 to nearly 1;200
employees at an average
salary of nearly $80,000, said
Dan H;olsenbeck, UCF's vice
president of University Relations.
"They won't do that unless
they can be assured that there
will be trained employees ih
the area," he added. "The .
academy will offer fine-tuned
coursew ork to get students
trained to be able to meet that
need."
He said that the state would
like to see Orlando transformed intq a digital media
hub. "It's a great opportunity
for the ·next generation of
graduates who are interested
in digital media. These are the
kinds of people who work for
companies like Disney studios
PLEASE SEE LARGEST ON AB

Increase in state funding
Academic year 2003~04 to 2_
004-05
University of Central Florida
University of Florida
Florid~ State University
University of South Florida
Florida Atlantic University
Florida International University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida_Agricultural and Mechanical University
University of North Florida
University of West Florida
New College of Florida

PLANS ON A6

$50.3 million
$43.1 million
$32.7 million
$24.6million
$22.6million
_$18.5 million
$9.8million
$7.4 million
$5.8million
$5.7 million
$1.lmillion

SOURCE:UCF DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION ANO FINANCE

·Test-takers stay put while portable smolders
ANDRES HEALY &KATE HOWELL
' News Editor & Staff Writer

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Acigarette thrown into a garbage can, above, is thought to be the source of the fire.

l

While a small fire flamed up
the side of Portable Classroom
Cluster Two, the 30 students
inside stoically chose to continue working on their final
exam instead of fleeing the
burning building.
According to Laurie Gould
who was teaching the class,
everyone was aware of the fire,
but - since it was confined
outside - they simply did not
feel it was important enm~gh' to
interrupt a crucial test on the
last exam day on April 26.

"It didn't really affect the
exam because it was not a very
big fire, and since it was the last
exam day there wasn't much I
could do to reschedule the
test," Gould said. "I did give my
students a few extra credit
points for the interruption."
Diane Reitz, an analyst for
the Financial Aid Department,
tells a different story. Working
in the portable next door, she
recalls smelling ' smoke in the
air. Looking for the source of
the smell, she went outside and
found that Gould's portable
was aflame.
· She also s~w that a crowd of

students had gathered around
the portable to watch the blaze.
Reitz said that while many
were on the phone with emergency personnel, no one was
doing anything about the fire
itself.
Taking action, Rietz ran into
the burning portable and said,
"What the hell are you sitting
here for, there's a fire."
Recalling that moment,
Reitz later said with a little
laugh, "You know, if those
flames had gone any further I'd
have dragged those kids out of
there myself - Scantrons, No.
2 pencils ~d all."

After making a quick call to
911, Rietz spotted the root of
the minor inferno, a burning
garbage can. In the heat of the
moment, she forgot about th e
fire extinguisher located in her
office and instead grabbed the
one-gallon Zephyrhills bottle
she regularly uses to water her
potted plant.
·
With that one bottle and
many t:J:ips to her sink to refill,
Rietz was eventually able
extinguished the small flare;up.
Afterward, she rationalized
PLEASE SEEZEPHYRHILLS ON

AB

Aroilnd Campus

Week in Health

March for women's rights

: Haitian culture showcased
The culture and customs of
· the Caribbean, with a focus on
Haiti will be showcased in sev. eral exhibits at the .UCF _
· Library's Special Collections
• Department this summer.
· Events will include a lecture
~ series and curator's tour. The
exhibit will be ~ccompanied
by a catalog and bibliography .
of sources in Special Collec".'
· tions that serve as a guide for
, further study on Haiti
Exhibits will be drawn from
• the Bryant West Indies Collec: tion, a scholarly collection of
· over 1,700 books and periodi:· cals on the history, geography,
: economy and social life of the
~- West Indies. The collection
includes paintings, graphics,
• sculptures, sound recordings
:-and anthropological artifacts.
, Rosalyn Howard, an anthro"': pology professor at the Uni.· versity, will be the guest cura: tor for an exhibit on Red Bays,
:: a settlement of Black Semi·: noles located in the Bahamas.
•. More information on the
:: Bryant West Indies Collection
.- and the Special Collections
...; Department can b~ found at
•: http://library.ucf.edu/special•. collections."
The UCF
:'. Library's Special Collections
: Department is open to the .
:· public and the UCF community from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
:· Monday-Friday, and is closed
:· on major and university holi: days. The Special Collections
• Department is located on the
: .5th Floor of the UCF Library,
: Room 501. Call 407-823-2576 or
.· e-mail speccoll@mail.ucf.edu
· for more information.

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior·Staff Writer

EMILY RUFF

Contributing Writer

. Library opens two exhibits .

Two exhibits will show in
the UCF Library during May:
• "Advanced Student Work
: from the UCF Book Arts Pro: gram," by Larry Cooper and
· Carla Poindexter, both instruc-· tors at UCF and
•"Connecting the Commu- ·
. nity; Brown vs. Board of Education; Legacy of a Landmark
Decision," by Carole Hinshaw,
.UCF Library Reference Ser: vices and John Schell, Office of
Undergraduate Studies.
.
The UCF Library is open
' seven days a week, excepting
major and university holidays.
The exhibits are located the
. main floor of the UCF Library.
Call 407-823-2756 or e-mail
• ~~~ex@mt.~.~cf.~u~o~~1¥~o~~~ 1 ~.1:,,...,,........
1111orma ion. •
- . _ ,,

COURTESY EMILY RUFF

Women and men screamed alongside each other in support of women's rights. The
march was distinctly political with many blaming Bush f9r attacking Roe vs. Wade.

One activist's expei;ience.·
CATHERINE TABER
Contributing Writer

It began as "The March
for Women's Lives," but as
the supporters of the event
grew; so did the meanipg of
action. The focus was broadened to include issues of
health care, birth control
availability, sexual ·e duca- tion, and of course, abortion

rights. Regardless of the
broadening meaning of the
event, much of the focus on
· the March for Women's
Lives remained on the
recent attacks on Roe vs.
Wade. The fact is that reproductive rights currently
hang in the balance, with
Roe vs. Wade only one
PLEASE SEE

WOMEN'S ON A4

In the March 18 article ''.Artless Orlando awaits a movement," the owner of Prima .
Gallery should have been identified as Dan Erminger. Also,
Christopher Archer does not
work for the gallery as report-

COURTESYEMILY RUFF

Jumbo TV screens had to be used so the one million participants could see speakers.

Police Beat

. e~

.

·

Due to an editing error,
Susan Eberle was incorrectly
quoted in the April 22 issue.
. She did not write the response
to the DCA report; the
- response was .actually written
by an anonymoulsource.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
. organization or event and
: want your information to be
>considered for the Around
• Campus column, send a fax to
~ 407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
'·: editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
~ Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
• Friday for the Monday edition.

·r

.;~

HEIDI A. DE VRIES

to a police report.
Cialella called out to should just go ahead because
As the man was being Adams to come back, but the he didn1t care. Adams cursed
~~'~)i))\ led away, Penvose noticed man continued on his way. at the policeman when asked
A would-be vend- 11fif[. 1/W;;;~I there were scratches on the After a couple more attempts, to stand up, and when threating machine burglary \ J/J,~!Jl side of the machine, show- Adams returned to the officer. ened with the taser, replied,
was thwarted when
'
ing signs of a struggle. Addi- Cialella asked the man to sit "Go ahead and tase me." After
Officer George Penvose tionally, 10 unopened Reeces' down for his . own safety, one. more request, Adams
·chanced upon the incident Pieces candy packages were in according to the police report. stood up and was placed
around 10 p.m. May 8. Jeremy the receipt bin of the machine Adams refused several times under arrest. He then apoloWhite, 24, was found with a due to the movement caused and told the officer he had, gized to the officer for being
metal bar trying to pry open a by the prying.
"No right to do this to me."
disrespectful and not complyAdams was asked foi; his ing.
vending machine in the Lynx
identification, which he relucCialella returned to the
bus station near the Education Domestic dispute leads to arrest
A couple arguing loudly in tantly produced, repeating female who said that Adams
"Building.
the Pegasus Pointe apartment "You can't treat .me like this." did not slap her, but had .
PenV'o~e pulled out· a taser
and told lWhite to back away complex parking lot at 3:30 The man was told.· he .'was · grabbed her, leaving red marks
from the machine and kneel a.m. on April 22 caught the being detained for batterY.. .on her arms and face. She did
down. As , Officer Robert attention of Officer Colin Adams told .the officer he did . not want to press charges for
Slavik was placing handcuffs Cialella when the male, Adam nothing wrong, that all he did ·battery. According to the
on the man, Penvose asked if Ada'.ms, seem to slap the was grab his gl.rlfriend and police report, Adams had alcothe man· was . actually doing female across the face. Cialella Cialella should speak to her to hol on his breath and his eyes
what the officers thought he saw th~ woman start to cry get the whole .story.
were glassy. He admitted to
was doing. White answered, and Adams, 21, began to walk
Adams then said if the offi- having two beers and two Jellcer int.e nded to arrest him, he o shots that afternoon.
·
"Ya, being stupid," according away.
~~

Managing Editor

How about a 'voice lift'
with your tummy tuck? ·
Like most other parts
of the human body, vocal
cords show their age. So "' •
in order for older plastic
surgery patients to develop a newer, younger tone
to match their newly firm
face, the.re is now a solution: a voice lift.
Doctors developed the
voice lift to counteract a •
lifetijne of talking, yelling
and singing, all of which
make the vocal cords
coarse.
There are several ideal
methods. Doctors can
insert implants to bring "
the vocal cords closer
together or.inject patients
with collagen to plump up ~, ii
the cords.
There's only one drawback: there's no certainty
about what the patient · •
will actually sound like by
the end of the whole procedure.
'
•

Candy machine proved hot so profitable

.Corrections

New research has •
shoWn that there is actually a molecular basis for
the so-called "Mozart
effect," or the study of
. how listening to Mozart
- but not other music may improve learning and ' -.
memory.
Rats that heard . a
Mozart sonata expressed,
higher levels of several ·•
genes involved in stimulating and changing the
connections
between
brain cells, the study
showed.
The Mozart effect,
which first came to light
in 1993, has been .studied
extensively, but whether
the effect is due to music,
let alone Mozart, still has •
to be determined.

A brain scan study of ~
norrµal, . hungry . people
showed that their brains
lit up when they saw and
smelled their favorite .-:
foods in much the sanie
way as the brains of
cocaine addicts do when
they think about their ,.,,
next fix.
A group of 12 men and
· women participated in
the study. They fasted for '
just under a day and then
· underwent a brain scan to
measure the brain's ~
metabolism.
'

Smoking study explains·
racial cancer disparity
If black men stopped
smoking, their - cancer
rates would drop by near- _41
ly
two-thirds,
say
researchers at University
of California Davis.
This could explain the
disparity between~ black
men and white men in
cancer mortality rates.
African-American men •
have the highest cancer .
burden of any group in
this country.
I)
Previous studies also
show that black men 'are
more likely to die of cancer.
.,
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Chocolate addiction
maybe real

I

~~~~~~ ·

,, •

Molecular basis for
Mozart effect revealed

UCF's involvement in D.C.
around the National Mall.
Participants came from
all parts of the U.S. - and
Organized by the Femi- from many foreign counnist Majority Leadership tries - to march for personAlliance and partially fund- al privacy, personal freeed through the Student Gov- dom,
effective
sexual
ernment Association, 20 education, safe and accessiUCF students boarded mini- ble contraceptive options,
vans bound for .Washington, · and the right to reproducD.C. in the early evening of tive choice.
March 23.
Many of the marcheFs
These activists - joining came with religious .conhundreds of Central Floriai- stituencies,
including
ans, several UCF professors Catholics for Free Choice,
and many participating in one of the largest religious
their first major national groups pr~sent.
action - drove through the
Following the marc4, a
night, over the mountains of star-studded lineup of
the Carolinas, to arrive in speakers - froni Ted TurnD.C. midday on Saturday.
er and Susan Sarandon, to
After a relaxing evening Carole King and Ani DiFran'on the t.o wn and a good co, to the lawyers who
night of sleep, these UCF argued Roe vs. Wade in the
students - with a broad Supreme Court - congraturange of interests, from lib- lated marchers on making
eral arts and humanities to history: The crowd, who
math and political science were counted as hundreds
majors - woke early on of volunteers stood at every
April 25 and made their way entrance to the lawn to si~
to the nation's Capitol.
up participants, was estimatThe air was cool and . ed to be the largest in U.S.
damp, and a gray sky history.
warned of rainy weather.
Speakers also empowYet the sun broke through ered marchers to take the
the clouds at about 11:00 am. overwhelming energy of the
Speakers ranging from march home with them,
Hillary Clinton to Cybill using their political power
Shepherd took the stage to organize locally to uphold
before an ever growing · reproductive rights and to
crowd - 500,000, 700,000, \ put pro"-choice politicians in
reaching a final count pf 1.15 office in November - most
million as the march took off notably, in the upcoming
- to inspire those gathered presidential election.
on the lawn before they took
The. UCF group, after a
their first steps towards pro- tiring day of marching for
claiming freedom and miles, boarded their vans in
reproductive choice.
the early evening Sunday
The march, organized by and headed back through
seven national groups another late night to Orlan- .
including the Feminist do, preparing for the last day
Majority Foundation - par- of finals, some much-needent organization to the UCF ed rest, and the opportuniFMLA chapter and ties before them - to take
Planned Parenthood, began the energy from D.C. and
shortly after noon.
share it with others on camA million men, women, pus·and throughout Central
and children, of all ages, eth- Florida, to continue to use
nicities, religions, and sexual their political power to
orientations walked in force uphold reproductive rights.

.,

\
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The 4EVER KNIGHTS Student Alumni
Association warits to welcome all UCF
students to a new semester!
s.t art the semester out right-~et connected
and get invol\f'.ed! 4EK is a great way to do
just that As a 4EK member you can begin
making connections and networking with
UCF Alumni today. Membership also includes
a free 4EVER KNIGHTS T-SHIRT!

Class Assignments
.Group Project&
Resume s arid Portfolio.s
Scholarship/ Grad School Applications
Per~onal Writing
v ie w 0 m ap o f our locatio n, and
find o ur h o u rs q f o p e rmion.

e

+

llnde1·gradua te Smd~nts • G raduat:e Stude nts
H d n.ors Jn the Major
Stude nt At hle te s
Pe gasus Pro'grain
Buslnes.~ W t.ite rs
.
C re a tive Write rs
Educ ation

.,

High and Low Lights • Perms
Straightening • Color • Color Correction
Men and Women's Haircutting

10% DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY

•

Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com

•

To join or for more
information Visit

·

'

specializing m:

.

www.ucfalumni.com
or call
(407) UCF-ALUM

~
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D/o*
NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 'MONTHS!

•

-INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
WOLFSBURG. JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
* l .9% financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 5/3 l /04
•

t

it·

. 'Ii

2003 NEW

2004 GOLF. GL

BEETL~
~~rbags, ABS,
p/Windows, P/loAl :~ ~Much Morel

• dows, p/locks1 Side Airbags,
P/Wm
ABS, Key\ess Remote, Alarm
& Much Morel
•)

i"

Key\ess Remote, a

p£R MONTH~
tURBO .DllSlLS~
MONTHLY TAXTHS
AVAILABLE ,
FOR48MON
.
"
-. $ total down Includes 1st payme0t.
*Leases are calculated. with d~· e See Salesperson for details.
. 0 sec deposit, tags, title an icens .

··· ;·

4Yr15o ooo Mile aumuet-To-aumuer warranw
: 5 Yr/60'.ooo flitePOWertrain warrantv ,

2004 All New GTI

p /Windows, p /locks, Side Airbags,
ABS, K.ey\ess Remote, Alarm .
& Much Morel

p/Windows, P/locks, 1-7" Alloys,
Side Airbags, ABS, Key\ess Remote,
Alarm & Much Morel . · ,,
..1.

-.

PER MONTH +

1)

.

• 4Yr/50.000 Mile aumuet-T~-aumuer warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mite powertrain warrantv . .

2004 JETTA GL

Jl

.

.tff OR8Jf~lf~A°i
s BIG su.snot1t ,
48 MONTH "· ·
nt

..

1"URB0 OllSlLS
MONTHLY lNATXH.S
AVAILABl~
fOR48MO
.
.
·
. $ total down. Includes 1st payme0t.
*Leases are' calculated. w1th .d~· se See Salesperson for details.
0 sec deposit, tags, title an icen .
I

_

.. h $0 total down. Includes 1st payme., ,
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Women's march in D.C. had A-list
speakers, hecklers and message
FROM

A2

Supreme Court vote away
from being overturned
1bis was a crowd that
remembered why Americans
have the right to assemble
peacefully. Chants ran through
the crowd, voices raised to
drown out the yelling of prolife groups gathered to protest
along the march route. Scattered among the pro-life protesters were pro-choice
activists shouting encouragement to the marchers. Several
people brought water to hand
out as marchers passed and
·offered up thanks and praise
for coming · out in support.
Even among over 1 million
other people, it was clear that
every single person had an
effect
The speakers represented
this diver~ity ainong activists
as welL The march route began
on the mall, wound through
the major city streets, and two

miles later ended back at the
other end of the mall, with the
crowds facing a stage set up in
front of the capitol building.
Whoopi Goldberg held a wire
hanger over her head as she
spoke to illustrate the direction
in which we are headed Ashley Judd introduced organizers
and activists who made giant
strides in women's rights
decades before. Gloria Steinem
spoke like a proud mother
. about the energy and power of
a new generation 'o f feminists.
Speakers representing diverse
cultures and backgrounds
brought together a cause that
applies to all humans, not just
' women.
As 1.15 million individuals
proved, ever:y person and
every action makes a difference. Though media attention
was minimal, the March for
Women's Lives made · an
immediate impact. In the week
after the march, John
Ashcroft's request to subpoena

•

the medical records of women
who had abortions was denied
In response to the march,
Karen Hughes,' President
Bush's adviser, compared the
pro-choice movement to terrorism, who said "the funda- ·
mental difference between us
and the terror network we
fight is that we value every

. 1:c.
llle."
Speaker after speaker referenced the importance ofvoting
in the upcoming pres~dential
elections and securing a prochoice president in 2004. Also,
women should get active and
register others to vote. But voting alone will not be enough. A
greatest tool in this movement
is knowledge, and information
needs to be shared Organization like The National Organization for Women keep
women informed on actions
and events. The March for
Women's Lives was only the
beginning, and it's never too
late to become involved.
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President Bush, left, Vice President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, right, emerge from a military briefing in the
Defense Secretary's office suite in the Pentagon Monday. Bush was shown photos and film qmceming prisoner abuse in Iraq.

Gay marriage for out~of-staters
BOSTON - Out-of-state
couples will be able to receive
marriage licenses in Provincetown after the city decided
Monday to defy the governor's
residency edict.
Gov. Mitt Romney immediately issued a statement Monday, threatening legal action
against clerks who defy his
interpretation of the law.
. The Board of Selectmen in
Proviricetown, on Cape Cod,
decided that gay couples who
live outside Massachusetts will
still be issued marriage licenses, as long as they attest that
they know of no legal impediment to their union.
Romney's office has told
city and town clerks that outof-state gay couples who do
not plan to move to the state
will be barred from marrying
under a 1913 law that prohibits
marriages that would be illegal
in a couple's horrie state.
"We are a nation of laws,"
Romney said in his statement.
"If they choose to break the
law, we will take appropriate
enforcement action, refuse to
recognize those marriages, and
inform the parties that the
marriage is null and void."
Under ·state law, officials
who issue a license "knowing
that parties are prohibited" can
face up to a $500 fine or a
prison sentence of up to a year.
May 17 is the date set to
begin gay weddings by the
state's highest court in its landmark ruling.
The Legislature has given
preliminary approval to a constitutional ban on gay marriage, but it must still receive
additional rounds of approval
from lawmakers during the
2005-2006 session and then by
voters in November 2006. The
constitutional
amendment
would simultaneously legalize
civil unions.
·

Country's first college vouchers
DENVER Gov. Bill
Owens signed Colorado's firstin-the-nation college voucher
plan into law Monday, calling it
·a landmark step that will
empower thousands of students.
Owens · said the vouchers
send a message to high schoolers that college is not out of
reach and that state money up to $2,400 per voucher - is
available to help them.
Stipends will be available to ·
all Colorado undergraduate
students who qualify for instate tuitioµ.
Every year, the Legislature
would set the value of the
stipend based on the state
budget. When the prqgram
begins in the fall of 2005, the
amount is set at $2,400 for students attending a public institution in Colorado, and $1,200
for low-income students
attending three private institutions: Regis University, which
is a Catholic institution, the
University of Denver and Colorado College. The money can
go to religious schools, as long
as they are not "pervasively
sectarian."
The National Conference of
State Legislatures says no other
state has attempted a voucher
program on such a scale.
But students might not get
' the full $2,400 because of
-!

budget problems, state lawmakers have said. They said
the amount will have to be cut
to $1,600 unless voters ease fiscal restraints embedded ~ the
state Constitution or agtee to
use millions of dollars Colorado gets from the national
settlement with the tobacco
·
industry.
· Without one of those steps,
higher education and Medicaid
will be on the chopping block
when lawmakers have to cut an
estimated $254 million next
year, said Rep. Brad Young.
Opponents of the voucher
'program complained that giving state funds to private colleges would draw money away
from state institutions and
could be challenged in court.
Opponents of the voucher
program complained that giving state funds to private colleges would draw money away
from state institutions and
could be challenged in court.
Owens and others, however,
say vouchers would encourage
more students to go to college.

Swiss bank fined $100 million
WASHINGTON - The
Federal Reserve on Monday
fined Switzerland's largest
bank, UBS AG; $100 million for
allegedly sending American
dollars to Cuba, Libya, Iran and
Yugoslavia in violation of U.S.
sanctions against those countries.
UBS operated a trading center for dollars in its Zurich
headquarters under contract
with the Federal Reserve of
New York, to help the circulation of new U.S. notes and the
retirement of old ones. One
condition was that the Swiss
.bank not deliver or accept dollar notes through the depot to
or from banks in countries that
are under U.S. trade sanctions.
The Fed said that UBS had
violated the agreement and
that some former bank officers
and employees, whom it did
not name, concealed the transactions by falsifying µBS'
monthly reports to the U.S.
central bank. The individuals
were not part of the order
issued Monday, in which UBS
agreed to pay a $100 million
civil fine without admitting to
the allegations.
The bank said Monday that
some employees have been
dismissed and disciplinary
measures wer:e taken against
others.

School shooting in Baltimore
RANDALLSTOWN, Md The final two suspects in a
shooting that wounded four
teenagers as they left a charity
basketball game at their high
school_were taken into custody
Monday.
· Antonio Jackson, 21, surren- ,
dered to police, and Tyrone
Brown, 23, was arrested at his
home in northwest Baltimore,
authorities said. Two others
have been arrested since Friday.
The suspects were being
held without bail on four
counts of attempted murder
arid assault, and felony use of a
handgun.
Johnson and another suspect, Matthew T. McCullough,
17, are students at Randallstown High School, the site of
Fricjay's shooting.

Two of the four victims
remained hospitalized Monday. William Thomas, 17, was in
critical condition, and 16-yearold Andre Mellerson was in
fair condition, according to the
University of Maryland Shock
Trauma Center.
On Monday, the first school
day since the shooting, counselors were available. for stu- .
dents and there was a heavy
police presence.
Witnesses told police that a
car carrying four people pulled
up to the school parking lot Friday afternoon, and the driver
and a passenger got out. The
driver shot four or five times,
then handed the gun to the
passenger, who also fired,
authorities said. The car then
(
sped off.
Police have said the attack
stemmed from an earlier
name-calling incident involving a girl
. Randallstown is about 10
miles northwest of Baltimore.

Waterford Lakes Town Center
86S N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com

3 FREE
SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First-time guest.
One per ClJStomer. Local residents only.

State-of-the-Art ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
sunless Express Spa • Facial/Shoulder Tanners
Free Skin TJ1Pe Analvsis • All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio

Blish stands by Rumsfeld
WASHINGTON - President Bush exainined new pho- _
tos and video clips of American soldiers abusing Iraqi
prisoners Monday, reacting
with "deep disgust and disbelief" during a Pentagon visit in
which he underscored his support for embattled Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
The president spent the
morning in damage-control
mode at the Pentagon, where
he convened an extraordinary
gathering of top military, diplomatic, legal and intelligence
advisers.
Seeking to douse speculation about Rumsfeld's future,
Bush stood shoulder-to-shoulder with the secretary to offer a
testimonial before television
cameras.
·White House and Pentagon
officials went out of their way
to let it be known that Bush
saw pictures the public · had
not, part of an effort to position
the president ahead of the
unfolding election-year controversy. Until Monday, Bush
had seen only pictures
obtained by the news·media a state of affairs that led him to
scold Rumsfeld .last week.
"The president's reaction
was one of deep disgust and
disbelief that anyone who ·
wears our uniform would
engage in such shameful and
appalling acts," White House
spokesman Scott McClellan
said "It does not represent our
tJnited States military and it
does not represent the United
States of America."
Bush wanted to back up
Rumsfeld, who faced new
questions about his fitness to
serve.
"You are courageously leading our nation in the war
against terror," Bush said.
''You're doing a superb job. You
are a strong secretary of
defense, and our nation owes
you a debt of gratitude."
The Anny Times, a Gannett
Co. Inc. newspaper read by a
quarter-million troops around
.the world, said in an editorial
that responsibility for the
abuse lies at the highest levels
of the Pentagon, including
Rumsfeld anq Myers. Both
men are guilty of "professional
negligen<(t>" the editorial said.
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It's easy to consolidate all your student loans-including Federal Direct Student Loans.
Just.gathflr all your student loc;\n information (lender names, current balances and interest
· rates- estimates are OK). Then call us toll-free at 1-800-656-4687 (Monday through
Friday 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p .m. ET and Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 6 :00 p.m. ET).
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There's no application fee, credit check or income· verification required. You can set up
your automatic payments and lock in your 0 .2S% interest rate reduction right over the
phone. Take advantage of this special offer for Otibank customers today. 0311 and lower
your monthly payments nowl

•Ra1e ls an estimated rate for the consolldaUon of Slalford ~s takpn out since July 1 , 1998, now in repayment Actual rale may
higher or lower based on the
existing loans. The 2.25% rate assumes customer will take advantage of all available Citibank borr~r benefits. Certain restrictions and limitations may apply
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
~-

•

./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yours~lf from being charged for damages
existing when you move.in, take photos o~ all common areas,
./ READ THE LEASE!
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
o Look at your lease car:efully. Most state that you must inspect the '
with the condition. of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). TaJ<e
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!
landlord by the deadline.

..
'
!I

BEFORE.giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lea.se.
·

Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
around UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or all of your deposit back and riot being overcharged when
you move out:

'

./ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet. ·
If not, make your own list, stating existing problems WithiTu_
· • each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!

./ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By,taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.
·

www.stulega·l .sdes.ucf.edu

./ MAKE A COPY!
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet -

If you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resoiirce Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm.
We assist with selected areas oflaw, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qualified students can recieve free consultation & representation.
Funded by Activity & Service Fee thmuqh the Student Govemment Association

The ~ University

of Central Florida Announces
a Public Presentation:

This event is sponsored by
UCF's Global Perspectives Office, UCF's Political Science Department
and Global Co_nnections for Central Florida.
1\

''The Future of Iraq"
Lt. Gen.- (Ret.)

Jay _M . . Garner
President of SYColeman
•
Former Director of the Office of Reconstruction
an<;i Humanitarian Assi.stance for Post-War Iraq
Date:

Wednesday, May 26, 2004
10:00 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.

· Loc:ation:

Cape Florida Ballroom, 316
UCF Student Union
This forum is free and open to the public.
Reservations are encouraged .

•

Global Perspectiv~s Office, ( 407) 823-0688 or ( 407) 823-0935
global@mail.ucf.edu • www. ucfglobalperspectives.org
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Everything You Need
to Kno-w About College. ·

MON.-SAT. I 0 :30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

WATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO
. 'ph· (407) 482-47,27

REGAL 20
WATE RFORD THEATRES

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

Find out abo ut Crispers restaurants, our growth and career
opportunities at www.crispers.com
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. ONE FREE ,SOUP PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER 'llSl"f~

our outrageous desserts FREE with

I · your purchase of any garden~fresh
I gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty
I stacked sandwich.
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ONE FREE DESSERT PER COUPON. ONE C:OL.lP<3N PER VIS'it.
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•· FREE ice <:ream?
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I · Bring in this coupon and enjoy one of
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436
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If you're a sweet freak, you'll love our creamy cheesecakes, rich layer cakes, cookies, and brownies.
And then there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made with d elicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100

- - - - - - - - - - - . _ - - N'7""i

(or $2.99 off ¢howders and gumbos) ,
"." Nith purchase of any garden-fresh gourmet
salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.

·

College isn't all fatburgers, pizza and substandard su~s. Not when Crispers is so close to UCF.
- Crispers is your quick. delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gourmet salads. hearty stacked sandwiches, and a dozen tempting SOUllJS, all made fresh every
single day

Use the coupons. Come t:o Crispers.
Get: free food.

-~

: _Free Soup For.Yo~!

SALADS

Of course. your college career will be a wonderful voyhge of discovery.
You'll have new learning experiences, expand your corsdousness w ith
new course·s. meet new people fromjust about all ov~r the world. But one
of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to get
free food. You're in luck There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UCF campus ...
and that's where you get the free food. See? You learned something alre{:l.dy.
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Purchase any fresh gourmet salad e ver $4.00
or hearty stacked sandwich and we'll give
you a FREE sliake, cone, or sundae made with
delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

- - - - - - - - -r

ONE FREE 1cE C REAM , PER couPo N. ONE couPON PER VISIT.
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300 groups + 23 rooms -- problem

but that the $300 price tag
Contributing Writer
forced them to look elsewhere.
The center plans to hold the
With the number of ·on- Multicultural Student Center
campus clubs growing, many Awareness Week event beginUCF students are findhig it nfug June 23rd. However,
increasingly difficult to find . unless meeting space becomes
places to meet on campus. available, the agency may have
Many complain that the Stu- to cancel some of its largest
dent Union simply cannot events. Thomas explained that
meet their need for meeting evenings are the most difficult
times to reserve space in the
space..
Already, all 23 meeting Student Union.
In fact, reservations often
rooms in the union are booked·
through the final exam week in · need to be made up to a year in
the fall, and with the Student advance. J.;raternities, sororiResource Center currently ties, and campus ministries are
· under construction, many among the first to reserve
space because they have•many
groups have few options left.
''We used to be able to use annual events, said Ed Luther,
the Visual Arts Building, but UCF's coordinator of public
now it's cbnsidered a liability," functions.
This presents problems for
Shakeba Thomas, a graduate
assistant for the Multicultural organizations whose leadership changes annually. I.uther
Student Center, commented
She said they once tried recalled occasions when forrenting the UCF Live Oak Ball- mer officers scheduled a future
room - which is operated by event for their group and forgot
to inform the new leaders.
business arid dining services -

COURTNEY SUTTON

i

These groups did not show up her agency's Ctilture Fest
for their timeslot and the space events conflicts with an event.
was wasted
held by an outside group on the
While both Luther and following day.
,
Thomas agree that the dramatNormally that wouldn't be a
ic rise in student organizations problem, but because of limited
has made it tough to find space staffing during the summer, no
for everyone, they had different one is available to set up the
thoughts about possible solu- room afterward, and her
tions.
group's request for the room
"Student organizations dp~'t was denied
tend to meet from 7 a.m. to 4
Luther explained that outp.m.," Luther said, adding that side clients provide funding for
this often. leads to over 300 other events as well as Student
groups wanting to book a room Government Association. "No
within the same time block.
university in Florida or most of
"I'm not suggesting organi- the Southeast has meeting facilzations should hold their meet- ities like UCF," he said, adding
ings at 7 a.m.," Luther that colleges that offer meeting
explained Instead, he suggest- space exclusively to students
ed that groups meet at other typically have mote run down
times during the day when the facilities due to a lack of outside ·
demand for space is smaller.
income to pay for new equipThomas feels that UCF ment.
should change its policies to
Luther said that 'he hopes
give priority to student organi- Event Services can educate stuzations when scheduling con- dents on better ways to find
flicts occur.
available meeting space in the
.She pointed out that one of Student Union. · ·

1914 NORTH ORANGE B/OSJOM TRAIL
ORLANOO, fl. 31834
{407) Bll '- 7188

"Real Philly People malcing real Philly cbHsesteaks"
Steaks • Hoagies • Fries • Salads • Kids Meals

check
1O.o~ offwithentire
this coupon

ing to <;:onvince them of the
value of the natural land, Eber-·
educational laboratory.
le took her case to the DepartNow any change to the ment of Community Affairs,
Arboretum area would have to which ruled heavily in her
take a two-thirds vote of the favor. The DCA recommendaUCF Board of Trustees, and , tions where then presented to
UCF would have to inform the the governor and his cabinet.
Arooretum director beforeStill Hitt pointed out that
hand.
almost every change approved
The fight over the Master ·for the UCF Master Plan was
Plan started after the renamed made during mediations with
UCF Board of Trustees Eberle and other petitioners.
approved a proposal in January . The president conceded
2003 to construct housing on that UCF is still free to pursuel
14 acres of the northwest con- a golf course on the soUt:heast
. servation areii, specifically for side of campus, but added,
Greek fraternities and sorori- "We're · not at all sure we're
ties. The remaining 10 acres going to build that golf ~ourse."
would be left as natural habitat.
•Under a proposed plan, a
initially, Eberle took her private developer would build
concerns about UCF's plans to . the course and would lease the
the administration. After fail- land out from the university.

WE Deliver!

www.fam~usphils.com

7542 Universify Blvd "

On the corner of Universit and Goldenrod in the UniGold Sho in Center
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COMPLETE HOME FURNISHING
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'Plans for an on-campus 'golf course on hold
FROM A1 '

407--67-STEAK

MATI'RESS SOLO lN SETS
TWIN

UCF woUld have had to sign a
"It's all about accountability,.
long-term contract that would impact anq leadership," said
force the property to be used Eberle referring to UCF
in that capacity for several administration. "We are ·still
years.
looking to UCF's next Master
UCF chose not to immedi- · Plan for updated traffic and
ately pursue the golf course floodplain studies," she added.
Merck explained that
idea, while it researched other
possible uses for that land. potential flooding was not a
"There are potential other uses problem. In addition, petitionof that real estate," Hitt recog- ers cannot appeal the traffic
nized at a press . conference study or topological map
,about Bush's decision. "[It] has , issues, according to the resolunothing to do with environ- tion by Bush and his Cabinet.
"We had the support of all
mental issues."
In any case, the ,petitioners the cities around here,'' Hitt
added that they are looking added.
forward to working with UCF
Eberle has said she is interand ensuring that the naturally ested in starting "a dialogue"
occtirring ecosystems and out- with UCF regarding the next
door teaching laboratories Master Plan, something that
continue to be a thriving part she wasn't able to establish the
·of the campu~ master plan.
' first time.
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Maltfesses sold separately at similar saving

Discou.nts for UCF Students, Faculty, and Staff!
.Comprehensive Exam•••••••••$38 · (reg. $48) ·
Contact lens Exam•••••••••••••$65* (reg~ $84)
(Includes trial contacts, instruction, care kit, case, follo:w-up visits)
*Torie, RGP, or other specialty lenses additional

10°/ OFF

Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A.
Professional Eye Care

0

for sl'udenl's

Waterford Lakes Town Center
32S N. Alafaya Trail

Featuring: Acuvue

2 , B&L Optima,
Ciba Night & Day,

(407) 737-3580

many others.
Full Optical with
hundreds of stylish,
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OPEN 7 DAYS
MON -THURS I lam - IOpm

FRI I 1am • 11 pm
· SAT 11 am - 1opm
, SUN 4pm • 9pm

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

407-706-021 1tqx 407- 706-0256 . "'

lunch menu available

r-----~-----T----------~T-----------~
1 LARGE CHEESE
I
I
PIZZA W/ONE
CHEESE PIZZAS ' CHEESE PIZZAS 1
TOPPING & 1·0
I
WINGS (or KNOTS) :
& 2 LITER SODA
1

2 LARGE :2 MEDl·UM:

,

ALEX BABCOCK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

I

Following the press conference April ~9, Vice President William Merck gestures to a map to explain details of the compromise to Berndt Petersen, a reporter for WITT Channel 9.

$1 5.99 : $1 3.99 :

I
Toppings $1 .50
I
I additional each pi:z;za I

Finding government money keeps researchers busy
BRETT HART
StaffWriter

Entrepreneurial start-ups can
find out how to secure. much
needed governmental funding
on Friday during a full-day workshop for $325 at the National
Entrepreneur Center in downtown Orlando.
During a similar workshop,
more than 600 participants
· flocked to the Spring National
SBIR/STTR Conference · to
learn what SBIR and STTR are
and how to get the their piece of
a $2·billion annual pie.
Eight people traveled from
UCF and UCF's Technology
Incubator to Atlanta from April
27-29 to learn all about ·t he ihner
workings of the Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) and
the Small Business Technology
Tran.sfer (STTR) programs.
Both are- government-funded
research programs. Ten federal
agencies participate including
the Department of Defepse, the
Department of Transportation
and the Defense Advanced
Research Projects . Agency
(DARPA).
Carol Ann Dykes, chief operating officer of UCF's Technology Incubator, wrote in an e-mail,
"SBIR & STTR grants are critical sources of early stage R&D
funding for many of our incubator companies as well as many
, other technology comp~es.

Here at UCF we have a real
emphasis on the programs and
encourage our faculty to work
with industry partners to pursue
the grants as well as actively
linking companies with our fac'ulty."
These programs are responsible for many technological
innovations
such as four
components
used on the two
Mars rovers.
Also shown
was a handheld
product · called
Phraselator
the Phraselator
Tran;;lation System, which is a voice-to-voice
translator that transl,ates spoken

the SBIR Resource Center will
be of(ering phrases into a voice
output recorded previously by a
translator.
The device is currently being
used to communicate in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Law enforcement
and medical phrases are tinder
development. The Phraselator
currently operates in more than
60 languages and growing with
more than 20,000 phrases that
can be customized even in the
field
Shannon Dooman, the
spokesperson for VoxTec, the
product's developer and manufacturer, attributed the product's
successful development to the
SBIR program through DARPA
"SBIR allows companies to bring
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Joli~ Davis, left, of the SBIR Resource Center ed~cates Al Gonrlez from 2000-X Technologies.

technologies out of development ... Many great tethnologies
end up stuck in R&D." DARPA
projects that the product will
bring $5 million to $7 million in
revenues annually for the com~
pany.
While the two programs are
very similar, there are several
differences.
SBIR participants must be a
small, at-least-51-percent-U.S.owned, for-profit business located within the U.S. with fewer
than 500 employees. There are
10 federal agencies that allocate
2.5 percent of their operating
budgets to SBIR funds.
STTR participants are addi- . ,
tionally required to collaborate
with a not-for-profit research
organization such as a university. A minimum of 30 percent ·of
the research needs to be completed by the institution and at
least 40 percent must be done
by the small business. There is
also a need for an intellectual
property agreement to allocate
the rights the technologies
developed by the research. Five
federal agencies participate in
this program, to which they allocate 03 percent of their budgets.
The National Science Foundation's official SBIR Web site is
.http://www.sbirwotld.com and
the SBIR Resource Center is
http://www.sbir.us. For more
information on the upcoming
conference, call :{P-7-420-4848. ·
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$ • 99 SL; ICE
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Pick Up Only

-----------------------------------FAMILY SPECIAL $3.00 OFF $30.00 or MORE
-----------A-----------~- ----------

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARD!j ACCEPTED •

NO CHECKS

'"

PLEASE• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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SPECIAL
LUNCH

$795

MENU

CHOICE OF ONE:

Wonton Soup
(stuffed with chicken & s1uimp)

SOUP OR

APPETIZER
& ENTREE

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:

Grilled Tuna Steak
or

Topped with Pineapple Salsa sauce.

or
Pan-Fried Chicken Dwnp~

Pork GinA;;er

·

or
Small Mixed Salad

Stir-fried sliced pork tu fresh ginger,
sno10 pea, onion, and bell peppers.

863 N. Alafa)a Trail
Waterford takes Town Center

pepper, stoeet basil seroed over angel
hair pasta topped 10ttb That Red
Cuny cream sattce.

or

~!~~1!r1~~Sl.~!~S!:.'!!i:

407-382-8201

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT

I
·------ ---------------------------'--------------~- ----· ·---·-· --- --- - · -·
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- Scott Joseph: Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003
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Screening Room

UNM!RStTY oF c~ FLoruoA
·CONTIN iNG EDIJCA.T'IGIS

SPECIAL ADVANCE -SCREEN-ING

NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR TEST PREP

GRE Test Prep Course
· 8-week Test Review Course - $375
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Jul 1 - Aug 19, University Tech Center (UTC)

'·

.

.

GMAT.Test Prep Course
8-week Test Review Course - $375
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Jun 30 -Aug 18, UTC

•

SAT Test Prep ·c ourse
5-week Test Review Course - $199
3 :30/3:00
p.m. to 5:30/5:00 p.m. (Mon/Wed) Jun 14 - Jul 14,
UTC
I
.

•

·I

LSAT
•

In partnership with Blackstone Prep
Weekend Course
"
10:00-2:00 p.m., Jul 10- Jul 24, UTC
Weekday Course .
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., Jun 24 - Jul 22, UTC

Register online at www.ce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.
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. COMPUTER TRAINING NEAR YOU

PLEASE ARRIVE EARLY! SEATING IS FIRST •COME, FIRST• SERVED!
Screen/DgS are for students, faculty, and staff only. Recording ~evfces st rictly prohibited.

DATE:

The University of Central ·Florida, Division of Continuing Education,
" · is proud to announce the addition of computer courses and IT
· certifications to our alre~dy existing programs. Classes are offered
~" both at our Research.Pavilion ,Building, located half a mile from UCF's
main campus and on Lee Road 1 mile west of 1~4.
u
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Word Basic and Advanced Excel Basic and Advanced
PowerPoint
Access Intro and Advanced
Internet Marketing and Web Page
·Design
•
Introduction and Advanced
HTML

THURSDAY, MAY 13, 2004

I

TIME:

9:00 PM

LOCATION:

REGAL CINEMA - WATE RFORD
LAKES

STUDENTS CAN PICK UP TICKETS AT THE
OFF ICE O F STUD.E NT INVOLVEMENT, STUDENT
UNf ION ROOM 208 , MAY 10TH-13TH .

./ A+ Certification
./ Microsoft Certified Systems
Engineer (MCSE)
./ Certified Internet Webmaster
(CIW)
./ Micros9ft Certified Dqtabase
Administrator (MCDBA)
./ Microsoft Certified Solution
Developer (MCSD)

Presented by:

lf:r•I•lCONTACTSf
www.1800contacts.com

Discounts available for UCF students, faculty and staff.
Additional tuition assistance also available

For dates, prices and locations:
Please call (407) 882-0260
Or yisit_our website at: www.ce.ucf.edu
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UCF
.

12000 C~Hegiate Way .

11651 Universitv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue -

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• J23 Spacious Rooms
t)

I

I

I

w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

I

1

I •Courtyard,Cafe Open for

•· l
I

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

Breakfast Daily

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet·

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour

.. l~lMGll
RGl

· tOPPIMG.Pllll

c essary. Rest ric tio ns m ay apph'·
No coupon ne
f r speciHc dates.
See store o
_

Dean & University ( 407) 673-8888
• ·outdoor Heoted Pool, BQ.O
Area

3940 N. Dean Rd.

Oviedo ( 407) 365-1999
1020 Lockwood Blvd.

M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Limited Maid Service

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

Waterford Lakes (407) 384-1221

• Daily Housekeeping Service

12240 Lake Underhill Road

• Pet Friendly:
' • 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

$3 00 :i $1299 :

~----------7-----------T

:'i

• High Speed Internet Access

I ~~

I

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!
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Zephyrhills douse saves day
FROM

~- __ Rel~tionshiP-

Banking At Its Best.

We thank our customers for their kind. .words!

Al

why none of the other gathered students had come to her
aid. "If you're thinking about it
too much you probably won't
do anything," she said. "You
start thinking about all the
consecfuences if you do something wrong and just freeze." •
Still, when the fire department arrived, Rietz was quick
to claim responsibility for her
noble deed. "I put it out; I put it
out!" she told emergency personnel.
While no official word has
been given about the cause of
the blaze, Rietz says that she
and Detective Darry Lloyd of
the state Bureau of Fire and
Arson Investigation, a Division
of State Fire Marshal, do not
believed that arson was the
cause.
The consensus at the scene
was that someone had thrown
a still-lit cigarette into the'
nearby garbage can, accidentally setting the garbage on
fire. Eventually, the fire spread
to the wall of the portable.
In the end, no one was
reported injured, but the
garbage can was left a twisted
black pile of plastic and refuse.
The outer portable wall was
-also damaged.
What's the lesson learned?
"Living in a state like Florida - with the frequent high
risk of outdoor fires we have
- chances like that should not
be taken," · said Michelle
Humphries, UCF's fire safety
coordinator.

.

·- "Having a bank that knows how to assist .in managing the
) financial health of my dental practice helps us keep ow
patients smiling. Dave Hood, Vice President of Citizens
Bank of Oviedo is an experienced banker who has a strong
commitment to devewping perso~l relationships and under- .
standing the needs ofhis customers. His knowledge and inno, vative approach to banking, has helped me establish a state,............_-""" ofthe art dental facility. This has given ·me the opportunity
to provide my patients with- the best in oral healthcare. It's great to bank with a
financial i~tution that 1has the integrity and vision to help customers with their
current andfature needs. " ·
~· Dr. Brian 0. Celeman, D.M.D.,

'

Pictured· Dr. Coleman, Yvonne Loggins- Coleman and Dave Hood

and Pixar."
Holsenbeck added that
there are still nb definite plans
as to the location of the new
. academy. While it could be
located on-campus, he said
that it's more likely that it will
be located either close to EASports' facility in Maitland or
wherever they propose to
build newer facilities.
"Tuition will probably have
an additional tuition stipend
as well, because the program
would not be degree granting
program/' he explained.
Still, on the larger scale,
UCF's budget crisis should be

156 Geneva Dr.
4b7-365-66 11

10 Alafuya Woods Blvd.
401:~6)-2:212

O viedo Marketplace
Mall

FDIC

www.cboviedo.com

LENDER
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Melted vinyl siding from the side of the portable was taken off by fire officials on the scene.

over.
"We had four priorities: no
more cuts, fund enrollment
growth, don't use increased
tuition funds to offset cuts
elsewhere, and fund the
matching gifts program," said
Dan Holsenbeck,. "The uni!
versity was successful in
every one of iliose goals.
1
He added, "Thanks to the
support of the Central Florida
delegation, UCF fared very
well and we are pleased with
.that."
The $50-million increase
was funded by a $22.6 million
increase in UCF's general revenue allocation. Another $23
million will be funded· by a

combination of enrollment
growth, an increase in student
fees, and a hike in tuition.
The raise will boost UCF's
total budget to nearly $333.9
rlilllion, behind the University
of Florida at $506.4 million
and Florida State University at
$396.4 niillion.
Still both schools trailed
UCF in the amount. of additional money they received
this year. .
"The bottom line is that all
things considered, it was a
. very productive year for the
university," Holsenbeck said.
"I can truthfully say that every
one of our priority items was
supported."

Total 2004-2005 base

Increase

24.17%
17.75%
12.48%
9.30%
9.12%
8.98%
8.33%
7.37%
7.36% .
6.27%
5.20%

$50.2million

$333.8 million

$181.0 million
$463.3 million
$269.2 million
$363.S million
$14.6million
$251.5 million
_$76.9 million
$91.7 million
$142.9
million
. ·-t .

$203.5 million
$506.4 million
$293.7 million
·$396.4 million·
$15.8million
$270.1 million
$82.6million
$97.Smillion
$150.3 million

Florida Atlantic University .
· • liniversJty ~f Florida·
University of South Florida
Florida State Vniversity
New College of Florida
·Florida International University
University ofWest Florida
University oft-forth Florida
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University •
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8305 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-366-4868
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• Elorida Gulf Coast University
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• Most decisions within ~ne week
.
'·
• Most loan closings within t:Wo weeks
• Personalized service and a full array of commercial loan options

Total 2003-2004 base
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FREE
Professional
car .wash wilh
Oil.Change!

Largest increas~ given to UCF
Al

.••
•
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P.A.
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Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
~::'.4 · Uliversity Blvd

We are the jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year!

•

~

East O:ilatial Drive

i~

Ir-----------~-------------------~I
I
I
I
I
I
• Change oil with
• Check & fill transmisI
sion I transaxel fluid ·
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
I
·Install new oil filter
•Check & fill
I
differential fluid
• Check air filter
I
• Check wiper blades
• Check & fill power
• Vacuum interior floors
steering fluid
I
• Wash exterior
• Check & fill w indshield
I
windows
washer fluid
I

Jiffy Lube signature oil change

on$21.99.:

,,
I
I
I
I
I

.liSJ

• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure

r--"0.~::---0- Ii l~~·

I

· Free Fluid Refills
Between Services! .

.Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent Coupon must be presen ted
at time of service.' Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

·~------------------------------~

SOURCE: UCF DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE

Ask

I

a doc
L~RRY LANGFORD, PA-C
UCF Health Services

This week we .have two
readers who ask about sores
in the mouth and on the lips,
specifically: Canker Sores
(Aphthous Ulcers) and Cold
Sores or Fever Blisters (Herpes Simplex).
Canker sores are ulcers
that occur in the mucus mem1brane inside the mouth. They
are very painful, usually small
and grey in appearance with
an angry red border. They
can appear in clusters or
alone. They may be so painful
that they interfere with eating
and talking.
The cause is unknown but

lesions often appear in times tipn. They affect primarily
of stress, following an injury the lips and mouth area.
to the mµcous , membrane,
The sores start out as
from an irritation from food, small painful blisters that fill
· or during a viral infection.
with flµid then ~ry up .and
In most case, ulcers heal ' disappear. ·
within two weeks but recurThe virus invades the skin
rent attacks are common.
and may remain dormant for
Prevention or reduction in months or years. Most people
frequency can be aided by: develop antibodies that conbrushing teeth twice a day trol the virus unless certain
and flossing regularly to keep conditions develop. ,T he virus
the mouth clean and healthy, is transmitted from person to
avoiding stress, avoiding inti- person contact. The blisters
mate contact with infected are contagious until they heal
persons, and avoiding foods both on initial and recurrent ·
that seem to be trigger the episodes.
sores.
Episode risk increases
Treatment · consists of with stress, illness, ·excess sun
rinsing the mouth with salt- exposure, menstrual period,
water (1/2 teaspoon salt with, dental tre~tment, and use of
8 ounces· of water) 3 or 4 immunosuppressants.
times daily and clean the
Prevention is accomsores daily with a cotton tip plished by avoiding contact
applicator and Hydrogen Per- with others who have active
oxide.
lesions, washing your hands
If the sores are caused by a .often during a flare up to
rough tooth or braces see avoid spreading the virus,
your dentist.
and sometimes by a daily
.You may be · treated by medication for frequent
your provider with a topical episodes. Sunscreen: should
anesthetic or steroid in dental be used when out of doors.
paste, which should be used
Spontaneous recovery in a
at the first sign of ulcers..
few days to a week but recurCold sores are another ·· rence is common. You may
common infection caused by use Tylenol for minor pain
Herpes Simplex-1 a conta- and your provider may pregious virus that is present in a scribe ah antiviral medicalarge :majority of the popula- tion.
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AN·NUAL LOST & FOUND AUCTION

•

I

'

over 1 , OOO items w i 11 · be auctioned and s. o Id on· a fir's t come first •serve basis
'

I

proceeds collected will go towards students scholarships

Real Food on Campus (RFoC) at the
Marketplace featUres all-'{Qu-careto
pd an pburiifant

v·

fran scratcb each day. Useyour
UCF diningmembership to enjoy the
t

campus restaurants dynal1'1ic
,, ,. .
· menubwhich includes specjalties
:Such as rolissene meats, Asian stir-fry. gnlled Panlni sandvloiches aild
more! Daily items inc/tide traditional homestyle meals, fre~-cooked
past/is. a New York style sand>Jyich shop, a healthy salad bar and des~rts. RFoC at1he"Marketplacais conveniently located and open daijy.*
a

Resident ~ining Memberships
AhhpUgh any student may purchase aresidential diniog membership,
' ih8y are specificalJy designed for those living on campus.

SUMMER '04 (for Swiiioer Semester Session B; ~1-7[,Jl1MI
. RtiJden.19 Membership- $400*'

Qflit~ any, 19 rneals pl1r week at'1he Marke1place and is the most popular

.• because of its eitreme savings. A.high break even point means six viSits
can·be missed~JtHeachirtg the retail price per meal.

--.-·- -- --

~-·

.

'

.
. I
KDlghlsUdliilited $t,5$!l1fswn..- ..

fl*!~prepare.d

.

·

Olfers an unilmiied mmberof meals perweek. This membership is·
greatfof studentn\'ho eat t>rifl!ati'Y at the Ma~tp)ace or furstudents
Who llfllf8rS&\t!Jfl!Lsmal!.mea1l!llnsteaq Of~!'Ele larg'~ mealseac,h day,

Resident23Memoership+$100ReiBucks·$1,465.1G'ram•,..
Olfers any 23 meals per'Week at1he Marketplace. This membership is
the overwhelming student cboice because of iii> extreme si:lllings and
flexibility. ~high brea~ even pointmepns 11itlfl visits can be.missed ,
hl:lfure reaching she retail price.

· Resident15 M~bership ~$100 FlexBucks-$1,4Zi.~~
Olfers any 15meals per week at1he Marketplace, This membership
provides moderate eaters a healt!l'{, sit-di:Mtn meal Qtleasttwii:e a day.
Upgrade to the .~ 23 Mai'nbenhip for o"ly
$37.85 morel

. •

Resident12Membershfp+$100Flex8ucks·$1~27/samest8r"
Offers any 12 meals perweekat1he Marl<etplace,This membership
works well forlho5e who prefer to eat a couple of large rnejlls per daY
rather than snacking throughOutthe day.

Sign up for asummer or fall
dining ·membership, today!
For more information or to sign ·up:
1. Stop by the UCF Dining Services
Offic~, located in the Marketplace;
"
2. \/isitwww.UCFDining.com;

3. Or calr407-823-2651.

lb> , 1") 100A •

lfm1r;i(

1'.forlll;J 31thtlll
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INSIDE THE

Clemson crumbles to young pitcherS
Fox, Newlin and Bono
combine to allow just
five hits in series
FRANK KOSHEL
StaffWriter

In perhaps the Knights' most
impressive all-around series of
the year, UCF went in to No. 13
Clemson and took 2-of-3 from
the Tigers to improve to 37-11.
The last time Clemson suf-

.895

Slugging percentage
for Stephanie Best,
top in the nation.

fered a · home
series loss to a
non-conference
opponent was
in 1999 when
the Tigers lost
2-of-3 to visiting . Liberty.
UCF had not Richmond
won a series
against a ranked opponent on
the road since the Knights
swept then-No. 8 Stetson in
2001.
The series certainly did not
start off the way the Knights

would have hoped, as Golden
Spikes . and Roger Clemens
Award candidate Matt Fox (102) surrendered a season-high
seven runs, five of which were
given up in the first inning.
UCF did its best to rally late
in the game as the Knights sent ·
nine batters to the plate, scoring
four runs to pull within three at
8-5. Kevin Richmond started
the rally by hitting his first
home run of the seasori in the
eighth innmg Friday night. Dee
Brown, Dave Lambert and
Chandler Rose added RBis, but

UCF fell ,short as Clemson
closer Patrick Hogan retired
five UCF batters for his 10th
save of the season.
Kyle Bono cam.e through
·with a pivotal complete game
performance in the second
game of the series, leading UCF
past Clemson 7-4. The win garIlE;red Bono yet another Atlantic
Sun "Pitcher of the Week" nod
and also added the sophomore
to the Golden Spikes watch list,
Bono allowed one earned
PLEASE SEE

COOPER ON A12

'

.46

Best's batting
average, fourth in
the nation.

10

Kyle Bono's ERA,
lowest among NCAA
Division I pitchers.

3
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Stolen bases by Clay
Timpner, tied for
11th in the country.

Junior shortstop Stephanie Best earned her second consecutive A-Sun "Player of the year" title.

Softball needs the
right game plan
.to grab A-Sun title
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writec

Softba II heads to
Boca Raton
tomorrow to
compete in the
Atlantic Sun
tournament ... No.
19 UCF baseball
hosts Mercer at 6
p.m. Friday and at 1
p.m. Saturdayfor a
three-game series at
Jay Bergman Field
. .. Men's tennis will
face UF in the first
round of the NCAA
Tournament
Saturday in
Gainesville . ..
Men's golf tees off in
the NCAA° West
Regional next
Wednesday in
Sunriver, Ore.

Quotables
"It gives us an
excellent chance to·
play on one of the
top golf courses in
the nation, against
some of the
country's top teams
and players."
- MEN'S GOLF
COACH NICK CLINARD
ON PLAYING IN
OREGON

"I loved it down
there. I have an
opportunity to play
in two different
conferences while
I'm down there so I
was liking that."

2

\
UCF Golden Knights \\

(39-19; 16-4 A-Sun)

.

I \

'

Last five: 1-4
N~utral field: 18-9
1
Against tournament field: 6-4
Against Mercer:2-0 (W 2-0, 10-4)

It's been an or nothing for UCF
against the tournament field this season. The Knights have taken two from
Stetson, Mercer, and Gardner-Webb
while being swept by FAU and Troy
State. UCF has to return to a field where
a week ago it lost the conference regular season crown. ·

\

\

\

For almost a month the six spots to
the Atlantic Sun softball tournament
have been filled The only question was
where each team was going to be seeded.
.
Offense: One through nine the
"The regular season is nice, but
Knights have the deepest batting lineeveryone knows that the conference
up in the field. Headlining the group is
tournament is the main event," Managshortstop Stephanie Best and center
er Renee Luers-Gillispie said. "It's what
fielder Jania Shinhoster. Best's .466
average is not only tops in the A-Sun,
determines who represents the conferbut in the top five nationally while her
ence in the NCAA Regionals."
16 home runs lead the league. shinHosting the tournament will be
seven-time defending champion and
hoster is second on the team with 56
top seed Flo ·· . tlantic. UCF is the ' hits, including 11 extra base hits to go
with 9 home runs.
second seed,
· open up with fifth
seed Mercer tomorrow morning.
Pitching: UCF is one of the few teams
· "TQ.e first game of the conference
in the league with three solid starters.
toum ent is the most important,''
Lindsay Enders leads the staff with
"Ifyou lose that first game
G.
[in a
le-elimination tournament] it
seven complete-game shutouts while
Taylor Sawyer is a crafty lefty who uses
reallY;,Puts you in a tough hole."
different speeds to keep hitters off bal· J.;TCF swept Mercer earlier this seaance. Kelly Mcintyre is 6-6 with three
son/ but Gillispie knows that is thrown
saves out of the bullpen.
W
but
. the window in a tournament
\
. situa- ·'
tion.
UCF wins if... the bottom of the line''Everyone is saving their best for the
up produces. Second baseman Crystle .
conference tournament,'' Gillispie said.
"The level of play is the same among us
Krafft in the six spot has to make oppo[the top six]. Whatever team shows up
nents pay for pitching around Best and
Shinhcster. Right fielder Rachelle
to play will win it."
Schmidt, catcher Jen Whitley, and first
,Here's a glimpse at who will be batbaseman Nikki Green, the seven
tling for the automatic bid from the
Atlantic Sun conference.
PLEASE SEE SOFTBALL ON A11

Upcomin{J

Sports Editor

FriendS
••
of lDlnC
•

Sometimes it's painful
being this damn smart

TH BIGWHAT

UCF softball shortstop
Stephanie Best was
·named Atlantic Sun
"Playerofthe Year"
after finishing the
season tops in the
conference with a
.467 batting average
and 16 home runs.
Best earned her
second-consecutive
POY honor after being
named the A-Sun
"Preseason Player of
the Year."Amber
Lamb was also named
A-Sun"Freshmanof
the Year" after
finishing the season
hitting .304 in 50
games.Jania
Shinhoster joined Best
with A-Sun FirstTeam
honors, while Lindsay
Enders was named to
the A-Sun Second
Team.

ASHLEY BURNS

~

Titles spark momentum for NCAA Regionals
All-Sports trophies find
their home at UCF for
.the second straight year

Women's track
and field won
1-of-7 Atlantic
Sun Conference
championships
for UCF this
season and
helped the
Knights bring
home their
second-straight
Sherman Day ASun women's
all-sports
trophy.

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

- NEW MEN'S
,
BASKETBA~L
FORWARD MARCUS
JOHNSON

BRm HART I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

With th!!' softball season just
wrapping up and three weeks still
remaining in the baseball season,
the Atlantic Sun Conference has
already recognized UCF's overall
dominance.
.
For the second consecutive
year, the Knights have been award.:
ed the A-Sun all-sports trophies for
both the men and women. The
awards were given early becau se
baseball and softball were both
ranked high enough to give u cf.'
the points needed to top secondplace Georgia State.

"It's been a great year so far, and
we still have some exciting challenges ahead with conference tournaments and NCAA competition,"
Athletics Director Steve Orsini
said. "To win both trophies for a
second consecutive year shows
that all of our teams are competing
at a high level within the Atlantic
Sun Conference. I'm proud of our
coaches and student-athletes
because they are the ones who are
responsible for ·our success." ·
The women's programs conquered the Sherman Day trophy
with a total of228.0 points. Volleyball, women's soccer, track and
field and women's basketball all
took home at least a share of a conference title this season. Softball
and women's tennis turned in second'.-place finishes this season to ,
give UCF a cushy 22.5-point lead
PLEASESEE

MEN ON A11

I'm a compassionate person always have been. It's the way
Mama Burns raised me.
· She always said, "Be kind to oth. ers or I'll beat you with a shovel,'' or
something like that. Regardless, one
auturn,n evening, after three or four
bottles of Wild Turkey and a few
Journey albums, my parents created
a genius
Because I feel it's my duty to my
fellow Americans, I feel like I
should once again impart some wis-,
dom to a few people.
I'm pretty ·s ure the entire female
population of the· United. States
wept this past Thursday as the
Friends series finale hit the airwaves. Now that I've finally finished
cleaning up the vomit that laced my
living room after watching Ross and
Rachel set a television record for
mopey-faced, mushy moments, I
need to tell Matt "Joey" LeBlanc to
give the cast of Seinfeld a call before
he settles into his spinoff tailspin.
Spinoffs are ajmost always
unsuccessful. They're like the Stetson athletics of television. No matter how hard they try, 't hey'll never
be taken seriously. And, how can
you have a series finale 'and not
bring back Marcel the monkey for
. one last hurrah? Wouldn't that
bland· conclusion have been 1,000
times better if Marcel infected the
cast with Ebola?
Mary-Kate Olsen has come
under fire because she's as thin as a
pipe cleaner. Because I care about
my future second wife I have to say
that I like a little meat on the bones.
Trust me ·w hen I say this, visible
backbones have absolutely zero sex
appeal. Get those calendars out,
because there are only 31 days left
until this paragraph is only mildly
creepy.
Clemson baseball was hit by a
Kyle Bono freight train this weekend. The only thing I look forward
to as much as UCF baseball running
over a__ranked team and storming
toward the A-Sun tournament is
reruns of Charles in Charge.
My advice to our baseball team
after the series win over the Tigers
is to pad the numbers. I'm a sucker
for big stats. It's like playing EA
Sports' MLB2004 on the rookie setting so Barry Bonds can hit 237
home runs in a single season. Aside
from No. 10 Notre Dame, all we
have left is Mercer and Georgia
State. We could field a team of
wounded manatees and still score
40 runs against Mercer. .
FinallY, three weeks ago former
NFL player and Army Ranger Pat
Tillman' was killed in combat in
Afghanistan. A few days after his
tragic death, the Daily Collf~gian at
the University of Massachusetts
published an editorial headlined,
"Pat Tillman is not a hero: He got
what was coming to him."
In the article, author and UMass
grad student ~ene Gonzalez wrote
that Tillman "wasn't defending me,
nor was he defending the Afghani
people. He was acting out his
macho, patriotic crap and I guess
someone with a bigger gun did him
in."
There's never been a moment in
my life where I've been so ashamed
to be a journalist. Gonzalez, who
went on to call Tillman a "pendejo,''
which means idiot, took a tragic
event and turned it into his chance
for a little notoriety.
If we're talking about satirizing
sports and having a little fun with
athletes, then to some I am nothing
more than a p endejo.
But when it comes to attacking a
fallen soldier, his family and the
Americans that grieve his passing,
Gonzalez isn't merely a pendejo.
He's a "cobarde,'' which means coward.
Take my advice,. Mr. Gonzalez,
nobody likes a coward.
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Ashley Burns can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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Softball faces Mercer in first round
FROM AlO

through nine ' hitters, all have a
tourney history of getting the big
pits. Can these upperclassmen
. p.-e peat theil;f.ast success?
, UCF loses 1 •• • the Knights give
llie opposition extra chances. At
~imes the Knights have been
[very gen~rous, giving teams
opportunities to beat them,
;and opponents have made UCF
~ay._ The pitching staff has to be
a ble to trust the seven girls
behind them to make'plays. The
good news is that the Knights
have yet to commit an error on
FAUField

•
•

:extra

•

•

s

Mercer Bears

•

(33-28; 12-8 A-Sun)

Last five: 4-1
Neutral field:9-15
Against tournament field: 3-7
Against UCF:0-2 (L 0-2,4-10)

•

.

•

Mercer hasn't suited up since
April 27, but that doesn't phase
the Bears. Mercer was the five
seed last year, and was a couple
of outs away from the championship game before falling sh~rt
in the loser's bracket championship against FAU.

J

·Offense: Mercer is a very
patient team at the plate, and
leads the A-Sun with 176 ·walks
on the season. The Bears also
have a little pop in the bats with
two hitters in the top six in home
runs. First baseman Meghan
Clark paces the Mercer attack
with 11 home runs and 44 RBis
while outfielder Kerri R-ySkamp
is ·right behind her teammate
:with eight homers and 38 RBis to
go along a league-leading 20
doubles.

•

11

..

·•

Pitching: Katie Rosentreter is
~-.

2-2 all-time against UCF, but has
lost her last two starts againstthe
Knights including one in the
tournament a year ago. The lefty
., is second in the A-Sun with a
0.99 ERA, and has posted 201
strikeouts in less than 200
innings ofwork. Both are Mercer
• .single-season records.
I

- .Mercer wins if... the team
learns from last year's experi'e nq! at the tournament and closes out games. Mercer took a 3-0
lead into the sixth inning agaihst
.UCF, and was tied 3-3 against
.FA:q after six. The Bears proceeded to -drop both.games wi-thkey defensive mistakes down the
, stretch.
/
• Mercer loses if. . ; the Bears
. don't hit consistently. Mercer
.w as shut out in 3-i:>f-4 games this
season against top seeds FAU
and UCF. Clark and Ryskamp
aren't as intimidating without
•r unners on base.

·-,
l,

:

FAU Owls

•

' '

(50:15; 17-3 A-Sun)

'"' last five: 4-1
·Home: 33-5
Against tournament field: 8-2
Against GWU:2-0 (W 4-0,2-1)

~

, The Owls swept UCF in a
-pair of 1-0 games a week ago to
'take the regular-season crown.
Not .only is FAU .the No. 1 seed,
_the hast school an~ the seven:time ~efending champion, the
10wls are 33-6 all-time in the A. ·Sun o urnament. However the
last two seasons, FAU has been
•~ h:w:naµ, dropping a game on
their way to the championship.
)JJ

...

Offense: As a team the Owls
-are only hitting .258 on the sea-.
,son, which puts them in the mid.dle of the pack in the league.
,Only three hitters are hitting
over .285 for the season with
·three of the four in the top of the

line-up. First basemen Pam Mazis fourth in the A-Sun, hitting 384 with a slugging percentage of .5?3.

zarella

Defense: What the Owls lack in
hitting they make up for in the
pitching circle. FAU has a stifling
1.08 team ERA while opponents
are hitting .183 on the season.
Both Candice Freel and Amanda
Morin posses wicked curve balls,
and have a combined 355 strikeouts this season.
FAU wins if... the Owls play
station-to-stati0n softball, get big
two-out hits, and avoid getting
into offensive shootouts. Freel,
Morin and third starter Ashley
Greene can control games like
no other, and if they are on the
other five squads are in trouble.
FAU loses if... teams aren't
afraid of them, and go after their
pitchers. FAU rarely beats themselves as Stetson, Mercer, and
UCF had their chances in the late
innings ~t year to dethrone the
champs. For some reason or
another they could not capitalize. You can never underestimate the drive of a champion
protecting its home tur£

6

GWU Bulldogs
(50-15; 17-3 A-Sun)

Last fa1e:4-1
Neutral field: 10-14
Against tournament field: 3-7
Against FAU:0-2 (L 0-4, 1-2)

GWU comes into the tournament as winner of four of its last
five, and playing its best stretch
of softball since mid-March
when the Bulldogs ran off 10
straight wins. Like Mercer, the
problem. for Gardner-Webb is
that the Bulldogs haven't played
a game since April 27. Plus GWU
has a tough opening-round
opponent in top seed and tournament host FAU.
·

Offense: The Bulldogs are hitting .226 as a team, and have only
hit five home runs this season.
Both are tournament field lows.
Second baseman Rachael Riopel
is the only GWU player hitting
more than .300 for the season
while outfielder Lani Shaffer is
second in the A-Sun with 28
stolen bases in 29 attempts.
Pitching: Stacie Reichert has
registered 18 of the 30 wins and
,more than 244 innings of work
on the circle for GWU. Reichert .
is a power pitcher that attacks
hitters, and is one of only three
hurlers in the A-Sun to strike out
over 200 batters. •

'

GWU wins if... they can create
opportunities at the top of the
line-up, and manufacture runs".A
good start is key for GardnerWebb. If the Bulldogs can hang
around early, their confidence
grows. Tb.is is a team that feeds
offemotion, and will have the "us
against the world" mentality. No
· one is giving them a chance,
especially against ser en-time
conference champions Florida
Atlantic in the opening round
GWU loses if.1•• they beat themselves. The Bulldogs racked up a
league leadjng 92 errors. The
pitching staff has tq trust the
seven girls behind them to make
plays. And as for: the pitching
staff someone other than
Reichert has to step up.

3

Trov State Trojans
(34-ilJ; 15-5 A-Sun)

lastfive:2-3
Neutral field:12-11
Against tournament field:S-5
Against Stetson:0-2 (L 0-1,0-7)

Entering the .tournament, the

Trojans are the wildcard of the
bunch. Not only is 'Itoy State in
the pivotal 3-4 match-up, it has a
remarkable 3-1 record against
FAU and UCF. TSU was 0-2 as
the tournament hosts last year,
losing to both the five and six
seeds. Redemption is one of the
many things on the minds of
Troy State.

FROM A10

'rover second-place Florida
,Atlantic. ·
·
.. The men grabbed the Jesse
c. Fletcher Trophy with 156
") :points, as UCF has a 23-point
-lead over Georgia State. Men's
,tennis, soccer and golfeach cap. ·tured t egular-season titles this
~year, while men's basketball
-turned in a second-place finish
.and an A-Sun tournament
~championship.
'
, On top of the' conference
titles, several UCF student-ath·'1etes were also awarded the A~ -Sun's top individual honors this
year. Volleyball's Jenny Frank
··and softball's Stephanie Best
were both named A-Sun "Player
t
of the Year" in their respective
sports. Men's soccer goalkeeper
Ryan Mcintosh and men's basketball star forward Dexter

"l

HONEY BBQ

BABY BACK R IBS

Offense:· The other is the
missed opportunities against
Stetson. The Trojans didn't score
a run and left 12 runners on base
against the Hatters back in late
April Troy State leads the c;onference with 84 doubles. Catcher
Tamra Howren leads the TSU
attack in 11 offensive categories,
including 11 home runs to go
with 44 RBis.
Pitching: Kacie Flinn has suddenly" come on at the end of the
season. The junior has given up
only one run in her last three
starts, and is 5-2 overall with a
1.07 ERA. Laine Harcourt and
Michelle Grinage have logged a
majority of the innings this season with spurts of success.
TSU wins if. . . it scores runs,
and has big offensive inr$1gs. It's
plain and simple, but eight of the
last nine Trojan losses have
come 'w hen the TSU has been
shut out The only exception was
a 4-3 setback to Alabama A&M
back on April 15.
TSU loses if... Kacie Flinn is left
on an island. One pitcher can
only get you so far in this tournament. Harcourt and Grinage
have to be better in shutting
down the opposition. Teams are
hitting .273 and 300 respectively
against the pair.
·

4

J3ABY BACKS 'N STEAK$ 15 .99

BABY BACKS 1 N CHIC.K EN $15.99

TONGUE·TINGLIN', LIP·SMACKIN' SWEET HONEY
BARBECUE IN ALL IT S GLORY! RUBBED WITH A BLEND
OF BOLD BARBECUE SEASONIN G S A ND BASTED IN
APPLEBEE'$ HONEY BARBEC 'U E SAUCE.
ENJOY A FULL SLAB OF OUR N EW HONe:Y BBQ BABY BACK RIBS
OR TRY A HALF SLAB W ITH O NE OF THESE
NEW APP LEBEE' S FAVORITES!
BABY BACKS 'N S TEAK • BABY BACKS 'N SHRIMP
BABY BACKS 'N CHICKEN

Stetson Hatters
(43-15; 14-6 A-Sun)

LIMITED TIME OFFE R : 4 / 2 5/04 • 6/20/04

Last five: 1-4
Neutral field: 9-2
Against tournament field:5-5
Against TSU:2-0 (W 1-0. 7-0)

Whereas Troy State is the
wildcard, Stetson is the dark
horse. The Hatters have the tools
to make a lot of noise, but have
been inconsistent against the
tournament field this season,
including splits against bottom
seeds Mercer and Gardner-Webb.

Offense: Stetson paces the ASun, hitting 315 as a team. Th.at
feat is good enough for ninth in
the NCAA The Hatters have five
hitters with over a 335 average.
Left fielder Brittani Houghton is
hitting .459, but only has three
extra-base hits. Designated player
Blake Hoorelbeke provides the
power with 14 home runs and 52
RBIS.

YOU CALL IT IN. WE BRIN G IT OUT.

4 07-282-2055
12103 COLLEGIATE W AY, ORL.ANDO

"

WHERE IS TROPICAE FORD?

Pitching: Not only do Hoorel~

and Houghton provide the
offensive spark for the Hatters,
the duo also team U:p as the onetwo punch on the pitching circle.
Both have ERAs under 130, and
have a combined 295 strikeouts
for the season. Heather Colding
has also started 10 games, and has
been untouchable at ,6-2 with a
0.48ERA.

Stetson wins .if... the Hatters
bring the killer instinct to Boca
Raton and bury teams early. Stetson has a habit of letting teams
hang around, and it has come
back to bite on more than one
occasion this season. All but four
of the 15 losses this season are by
two runs or less.
Stetson loses if.. . the opposite
happens. The Hatters are 1-3 this
season against FAU and UCF, but
had leads in all three defeats.
Against UCF, Stetson took those
leads into the sixth inning only to
watch them slip away.

, '.Men defend Jesse C. Fletcher Trophy
i

~1(;;

Lyons both received A-Sun high jumper LesSundra Ford
"Defensive Player of the Year" brought home five first-place
hods for their efforts.
finishes this season.
A number of UCF programs
While softball enters the A- ·
are lboking to add to their con- Sun tournament as the No. 2
ference titles with wins at seed this weekend, baseball .is
NCAA Regionals in the next the on:ly program still compettwo weeks.
. ing in the regular season. CurMen's golf, which features A- rently the Knights have a solid
Sun "Golfer of the Year" Barry grip on first place, as they have a
Roof, earned a No.14 seed in the four-game lead over Stetson.
NCAA West Regional in Ore- UCF has two three-game series
gon next Wednesday. Men's ten- remaining against Mercer and
nis is looking tpr an upset victo- GSU. Should the Knights finish
ry in a rematch with the Florida alone in first place, UCF would
Gators in the first round of the add another 33 points toward
NCAA Tournament Saturday in the men's title.
· Gainesville.
·
UCF will have only one more
Nine members of the opportunity to bring home the
women's track and field team Day and Fletcher trophies as the
will head to Gainesville on May Knights will enter their last sea28 for NCAA Regional action. son ofA-Sun membership in the
Sophomore Tiffany Roebuck 2004-2005 academic year. All of
has dominated the hammer UCF's 17 sports will move to
throw as of late, while freshman Conference USA in fall 2005.
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JEFF HOWELL

WITH REAL RADIO

FORA·FREE Gtnl
CALL US ~T (401) 851-3800
OR ·CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM

Cooper belts first home run of college career
Sophomore
pitcher Kyle
Bono held No.
. . . . 13 Clemson to
.one earned
run in nine
innings to
improve to 80 this season,
with a
nationleading 1.20
ERA.Bono
struckout 10
Clemson
batters in the
7-4UCFwin.
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run over nine innings while·
striking out 10 Tigers. The
Knights are 18-1 when a UCF
starter works more than six
innings.
Despite· a season-high five
errors that lead to three
unearned Clemson runs, the
. Knights took the lead in the
eighth inning, and then socked
back-to-back home runs in the
ninth to give Kyle Bono some
breathing room. After rightfielder Drake Wade hit his
third home run of the year in
the ninth, sophomore infielder
Jon Cooper followed that up
with the first round-tripper of
his college car.e er. UCF had
been 0-3 this year when trailing after seven innings.
Though UCF left seven runners on base throughout the
game, the Knights beat Clemson in the rubber match to earn
the series win.
Darren Newlin (3-0) continued his strong season as a
starting pitcher, allowing onerun in five and two-thirds
innings.
UCF loaded the bases in the
first and fifth innings, squeezing just one run out in the first.
RBI singles by Drew Butera
and Jon Cooper made it 3-0
Knights after four innings.
UCF was out-hit 9-6 in the
game, making it only the third
time this year UCF won a game

in which the 'Knights had less
hits than their opponents.
The bullpen was solid, as
Brian Brooks got UCF out of a
first and second jam in the
sixth inning. Relief pitcher
Mike Billek came in the eighth
and allowed only one run off a
sac fly and then proceeded to
pitch a one~two-three ninthinning to get his first save of
the season.
UCF returns home for the ·
final home series of the year,
(!gainst Mercer at 6 p.m. Friday
at · Jay Bergman Field.. ·

Earn this marketable degree
at Florida's most prestigious
universifyf
• MPH Craduate program
• 15 credit certificate program
The Ut College of Public Health and Health
Professions;now offers the complete breadth
of training needed for graduates to succeed
' jn the rewardi.rlg public health enVironme.nt.

For more information
about the program:

phone • 352-273-6443
email • mph@phhp.ufl.edu
web • www.mph.ufl.edu

BASEBALL A-SUN STANDINGS

•

Men's basketball recruits two forwards
BRANDON HELWIG
UCFSports.com

One of the key components
of UCF's success last season
was the superb play of the
Golden Knights' post players,
Josh Bodden and Roberto
Morentin, and now that that
pair have graduated, Kirk Speraw went looldng this spring to
try and fill the void.
So Speraw went to the junior
college ranks, the same place
where he found Ray Abellard
and Dexter Lyons in previous
years, to look for badly needed
help in the frontcourt. Recruiting is still ongoing, but two
players so far have signed on
the dotted line to play for UCF
next season.
Joining the Golden Knights'
roster will be power forwards
Marcus Johnson (6-9, 225) from
Schoolcraft [Mich.] Community College and Anthony
Williams (6-8, 225) from Indian
Hills Community College in
fowa.
They should provide immediate help in the post because
UCF returns just one player
there witp. any experience.
"I think obviously both of
them are ·going to fill a huge
need for us in the front line,"
Speraw said. "Marcus Johnson
is more along the lines of (for-

mer UCF play- son· said. "I liked the school
er) Ed Dotson and everything. They have a lot
as far as being of things that will benefit and
quick in the help me when I'm down there.
post, athletic, I loved it down there. I have an
can rebound opportunity to play in two difvery well, can ferent conferences while I'm
down there so I was liking that."
scor~ with his
Johnson
back to the basJohnson will be reunited in
ket and score Orlando .with his former
facing up a little bit as well. He Schoolcraft teammate, Gary
runs the floor very well.
Johnson, who started at point
"Anthony Williams is long guard for UCF last season.
and very capable of putting up a The two players share the same
lot of points. Anthony played last name but
· on a· team · where the guards they are not
really dominated so it will be related.
"I'm looking
interesting for him to play in a
program where he'll get a lot of forward
to
..
touches and I'm sure he's excit- playing with
ed about that. Both of them Gary again,"
bring a different dimension Johnson said.
than we've had and yet they'll "Gary and I
· have to make the transition to played togeth- Williams
Division I basketb<,ill and hope- · er in high
fully they can make that transi- school. in AAU and everything
tion quickly."
and then we played together in
Johnson had originally com- college. He knows my styl~ of
mitted to Texas A&M last fall, play.
but decided to reopen his
"[Gary] didn't put pressure
recruitment this spring and sev- on me through all of this. He
eral schools actively recruited just told me UCF was a good
Johnson, including South Flori- place and he told me how it
da, UNLV, Cleveland State, New was. He thought it would be a
Mexico State, Bowling Green, good fit for me."
Toledo and Buffalo.
Johnson, who is originally
"Basically I signed [with from Romulus, Mich., averaged
UCF] because I liked the coach- 10 points and six rebounds for
.es and, their style. of play," John- Schoolcraft as" a sophomore.

Williams, who is originally
from Omaha, Neb., averaged
10.4 points and 5.5 rebounds per
game for Indian Hills. He shot
55 percent from the floor and 62
percent from the free throw line
and was an honorable mention
•All-Conference selection.
Other schools involv~d in .
Williams' recruitment were
Denver, New Mexico State and
Valparaiso.
After the NCAA decided last
month to rescind the controversial 8/5 rule, UCF now has the
ability to sign as many as four
more players in this recruiting
class, although it's likely one
more of those scholarships
could be held ba.ck for next
year's recruiting. Division I basketball programs are allowed to
have .a maximum of 13 players
on scholarship at a time.
"We're not going to go out
and just fill it just to fill it," Speraw said. 'We're going to make
sure that we get quality student"'
athletes that are going to be a
benefit to our program. If we
find that, then we'll utilize them
all. If not, we can always hold
one back for a transfer that may
come around or maybe even
have an extra one next year
when we are going to be in Conference USA and people might
be a little more in tune to listening to what we have to say."
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Volunteer to.Participate in a Clinical Research
Study of an lnvestigational· ~edicine

To Qualify:
• 18 - 70 years of age.
• In good health ·
• Able to stay·in research
'dorm for 2 consecutive
days and nights and
return for 10 follow up
visits
.

(',

Earn. compensation for your time of up to $850.00
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Community
Amenities
I
.

• Computer Center ·.
•· State.,.of-the.-Art Fitn~ss- Center
• Sasketbalt & Sand Vo.lleybal.[
·courts
~ Swi:mming Pool.with Sun. De~k
., Commun i.ty Center
• G.a ted Community _·
• Ethernet Service,

• 'P. fiv.at~ Bedrooms ·and
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OUR STANCE

Advertisements
cheapen campus
A

cross the West Parking
Garage for two weeks
before spring graduation
was a sign reading "70,000 technology workers call Orlando
home. (Looks like we're not a
•small world after all)."
Chris Singh, of Parking Services, received an approval from
the president's office to hang the
banners, advertising the Economic Development Commission. The EDC is a nonprofit
organization that recruits new
businesses to the Orlando area
UCF President John Hitt sits on
· the board of directors of the
EDC.
''We usually don't let the
banners up on our parking
,garages ever, but if it comes
from the president's office, you
just don't question it," Singh
said. It was the first sign to ever
hang on any UCF parking garage
that he knows of.
·
Though no one in Hitt's
office had any confirmation on
where the order came from,
University Relations confirmed
that Hitt had given permission
for the banners to hang.
The second one, hanging in a
prime spot on the UCF Arena
parking garage during spring
commencement ceremonies,
read, "Home to America's top 10
research parks. (Interested in a
season pass?)." Thousands of
graduates and their tens of thou'

•

•

•

sands of family members were
without whoring out the sides of
treated to first-class signage that
its buildings to the closest ally.
most students have no care or
The marketing that students are
knowledge of.
already accosted by is over-·
The pristine educational
whelming - every Wednesday,
identity ofUCF is compromised local businesses can set up shop
when visitors see that, presumin front of the Student Union to
ably, our buildings are sold out
share their posters, cell phones
to the highest bidder. The EDC
and paintball tickets. Coca-Cola
may be a partner with UCF, but
machines are found in almost
the signs had no context. No
every building, and students see
UCF or Pegasus logo was anysigns and even receive e-mails in
where on the signs. With only
their personal boxes telling them
the teasing questions and the
to shop at the UCF Barnes and
EDC Web site at the bottom, stu- Noble bookstore or eat at the •
dents had to log on to find out
Marketplace.
The assault of advertising to
what was all over the parking
garages.
students needs to stop when it
The EDC attracts new busimakes UCF as. a whole look bad.
Right now, perhaps only partness investment by marketing
As a'former journalist who ;-~~dp~ofes
the Orlando region as a top loqt- · ners ofUCF had access to adversionally in the field for two years, I was distion for business, and it works
tise on campus - though it's difmayed to read that one of the Future's
ficult finding any sort of policy
with local companies to help
reporters had plagiarized a news story
them with expansion plans. UCF on campus saying it. However,
["Future writer plagiarized article on cell
it's only a matter of time before a
is one of the leading economic
phones," April 22]. Having read some of Mike
restaurant pays a couple thoupowerhouses in the area UCF
Riegel's columns in the Orlando Sentinel, I
alone has a $1.3 billion impact on sand dollars to spray-paint "Eat
know he is a talented young writer, who has
at Joe's" on the side of Classthe local economy. The Central
just thrown away his chance for a job in jourroom Building I.
Florida Research Park adds
' ' nalism because he was too lazy to do his own
another $1.4 billion, and together
University officials should
reporting. This incident will follow Riegel to
keep the respect UCF has
the two create 35,00© jobs localevery job interview he has. He has lost the
earned over the past decade and
ly. UCF's tie with the EDC is
respect not only of his editors and adviser at
stop selling itself. It's better than
strong, substantiated and supthe Future, but also of his fellow students and,
that, and deserves more. Keep
portive. The two organizations
most likely, his professors. Riegel has wasted
advertisers out ofUCF and keep
are definitely able to help each
all the time and money he has put into earning
buildings designed for education
other, and a pair-up is ideal for
a degree in journalism.
the Central Florida community
primarily for that purpose - not
But perhaps it is fortunate that Riegel
as just another venue to distract
asa whole.
showed ~ lack of ethics while still in college.
students with the work of pubBut UCF was able to grow to
Journalism has been tarnished enough recentthat sort of economic power
lic-relations gurus.
ly by cheating reporters at the New York Tunes
and USA Today, and journalists nationwide,
even those at small newspapers, have felt the
ill effects. Perhaps it is best that Riegel grew
lazy before he was in a position to put yet
another nationwide blemish on journalism's
reputation. I feel I speak for all ethical
reporters when I say that we do not want
someone with Riegel's ethical lapse ever to
enter our field.
Commendations are in order, however, to
several members of the Future staff. First, to
former Managing Editor Alex Babcock for
having the editorial sense to recognize and
investigate a suspicious story. Second, to all
the members of the paper's staff who worked
to expose this fraud. Finally, to the Future's
wanton criminal abuse " of some tells the nation that he's shocked
Editorial Adviser JeffTiuesdell for protecting
Iraqi prisoners.
by the photos he was shown with
the paper's integrity by admitting the plagiaDefense Secretary Donald RumsHowever, while he conceded
rism.
there was a "failure of leadership feld and Vice President Dick
Mike Riegel owes a public apology to his
" at the prison, he was quick to
Cheney on Monday.
editors, his fellow Future reporters, TiuesdeR
emphasize that there was no eviThe president said he had no
and the entire student body for lying to them.
dence that the picture-taking,
knowledge of the abuse, and at a
He should also apologize to the.Baltimore Sun
leash-holding soldiers were actpress conference he announced
for using their article without permission..
that he's "sorry for the humiliaing under any orders.
Obviously, Riegel will never write for the
Still, even if these barbaric
tion suffered by the Iraqi prisonFuture, and for the sake of the profession, I ~
ers and the humiliation suffered
acts were the work of lone solhope the Orlando Sentinel relieves him of his
diers, did the Army do enough to by their families, " according to a
column-writing duties as well. It is very diffiCNN.com report.
·
investigate and stop them?
cult to land a consistent gig with a metropoliAs early as Oct.13, 2003, Maj.
A president unaware of such a
tan newspaper while you are still in college,
Gen. Donald Ryder reported a
devastating investigation raises
and if Riegel is going to be so ungrateful for
questions itself, but that's anothproblem in Iraqi prisons the opportunities with which he has been
er issue.
specifically that military police
blessed, then he does not deserve them.
· The sad reality is that the acts
should not be used to make pris- SARAH CLARK
of a few will.become the burden
oners more "pliable" for interrogation.
of an of the troops in Iraq, and to
EDITOR'S NaTE: Mike Riegelhas resigned from the Orlando Sentinel
some extent, every American
· Make detainees more pliable
for interrogation? That statement around the globe.
in
alone makes one wonder if the
Those pictures prove to the
I read with amusing interest your article
Army is upset about the deeds of Arab world that we are the vile
regarding Mike Riegel's deceit.
its soldiers, or in reality, upset
conquerors that Osama Bin
You mentioned Jason Blair in your article.
that the whole world was able to
Laden says we are. They tell the
Irritating enough, much was said concerning
see color photographs of them.
French and Russians that they
the impact Jason Blair would have on blacks in
In any case, Spc. Joseph Darby were right. America is in Iraq to
the newsroom. Apparently, because blacks are
capitalize on its oil fields, not to
officially reported cases of abuse
such a rarity in the newsroom it was thought
save the Iraqi people.
at Abu Ghraib on Jan. 13 - more
Jason
Blair's thievery would negatively impact
than three months later.
The entire world is owed an
other black journalists. Obviously an asinine
The reaction this time is swift, explanation, a full detailed invesassumption but one that is constantly written
an investigation begins immeditigation that will answer all the
and discussed. I would love to know how
ately and the Army takes definite questions.
ONE black person's criminal act can impact
· Joshua Dratei a defense
action to replace the accused.
the
other million blacks in the world? •
lawyer representing a detainee
There's even a press conference
So anyway, I' am curious, how does Mike
held announcing the investigaunder guard at the Guantanamo
Riegel impact whites in the newsroom?
Bay prison camp in Cuba,
tion.
I would love to know how many articles
Of course, a picture is worth a summed it up best in another
will be written to determine the impact of Mr.
thousand words, so when CBS
CNN report when he said, "If all
Riegel's deception on white male journalists.
releases pictures showing the
they do is pick out a couple of
My guess~none!
MPs to slice and dice ... that is
abuse, a political f rrestorm
- KENIA BROWN
ensues.
not going to be what is needed,
President George W. Bush
which is a full inquiry."

'
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Apology deserved from plamarist

OUR STANCE

essay on his visit and the way he inspired
them.
,
Mike and I kept in contact, and in late
December 2003, he was kind enough to devote
an 'entire article in the Orlando Sentinel
regarding his visit to my classroom.
I am deeply saddened and disappointed by
the news of his alleged plagiarism.
Mike is a 't alented young man who had a ·
promising future in the field of journalism.
Being all too familiar with the field however, it is disheartening to realize that his bright
future has been dimmed and possibly disqualified by one act of laziness and misjudgment.
That's all it can be summed up as, since Mike
it too talented and creative to settle for the
written words of others over his own.
I wish him the best of luck.
Thank you for a thorough and informative
article.

s Rambo, actor Sylvester
Stallone plays the stereotypical Green Beret, who is captured by evil Vietnamese and
Russian troops and tortured mercilessly for days on end.
Hollywood hopes moviegoers
will cringe at the inhumanity of
these villainous Russians and
cheer on the heroic Rambo as he
triumphs over them, often using
only his bare hands as lethal
weapons.
Unfortunately, the real world
has offered a shocking rolereversal. In light of recently
released pictures, American soldiers are playing the villains in
this sad script. Almost every
media outlet in the last couple
days has shown the case of the
Iraqi prisoners being tortured by
American soldiers in uniform.
Even worse, the entire world is
holding a ticket stub.
So what happened? Well in
true American fashion, no one
knows for sure, but everyone has
their finger pointed elsewhere.
The individual soldiers photographed with nude, bound
Iraqi prisoners at the Abu Ghraib
prison facility say they were simply acting on orders.
The Army, suitably embarrassed about the issue, has
already begun court marshal proceedings for some of those
involved.
Maj. Gen. Antonio Taguba
appeared before the Senate
Armed Services Committee
Tuesday and described what he
termed the "sadistic, blatant and

(

•

- RHONDA NELSON
UCF ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

..

Partisan graduation speakers
Several times in the pa'st few months, members of the UCF Administration have denied
claims that the school and its leaders are partisan. Clearly, when reviewing the speakers
chosen for spring graduation, one can tell the
obvious partisan nature of the business of our
campus.
Three of the speakers previously or currently hold public office. Rep. John L Mica
serves in Florida's 7th District and spoke to
Business Administration graduates. Repre~1tative Dave Weldon serves the Space
Coast/Melbourne region and addressed
Health and Public Affairs graduates. Allen:
Trovillion served from 1994 to 2002 in the
Florida House and was the speaker for the
College of Education and the Rosen School f
Hospitality Management. All three politicians
are registered - and often heavily active with the Republican party.
How ironic that our schoo4 suppo~edly so
non-partisan' in administrative actions, would
host three Republican speakers for commencement. Coincidence?

Abuse_undennines
U.S. position in Iraq
A

c

I'
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Teacher needs comprehension

Jay Jurie thinks that readers who cons ed
Kevin Meehan's letter as an accusation of
racism towards President Hitt need a course
in reading comprehension. As a professor of
public a<;lministration, perhaps it is Jurie who
is demonstrating why public administrators
from local government up to the federal governinent continuously put their feet in their
mouths by failing to comprehend the context
of what they say, do, and write.
Meehan himself says that it is the context
of the wig that evokes these images. So, what
precisely is Meehan saying? Evoking a legacy
of minstrelsy and blackface humor, which is
clearly tied to racism, is not racist? Surely, he
could be saying that it is simply racially insensitive, but historically those who are insensitive to racism have been condemned for condoning racism through apathy. This
interpretation is part of what we learn when
we learn reading comprehension, ie. that
a:bove an elementary school leve4 meaning
can be inferred from text without it beiDg
explicitly stated.
Certainly, as an English professor, Meehan
has to understand how people will perceive a
passage. Therefore, he either knew that his
letter would start an uproar because its context can easily be construed as implying that
Hitt was being racist, or he is not intelligent
Disappointed
enough to realize this and state his opinions
ShoCk is not a strong enough emotion to
more precisely,.ln which case I am afraid for
express my reaction to the disappointing news the UCF English Department's future. Of
regarding Mike Riegel.
course, since Meehan started the controversy
I diligently read Mike's UCF articles in the
and then went into hiding, he now has fellow
Orlando Sentinel, as his witty and sarcastic
professors trying to rationalize his statements
writing style fascinated me. His shrewd, cyniby ad hominem attacks on his opponents.
cal and humorous way with words never
For Jay Jurie to make a sweeping generalfailed to make me laugh out loud.
· ization that the "letter writers " need to ·s ign
Because of that, I contacted Mike and invit- up for one of Professor Meehan's courses to
ed him to be a guest speaker in my ENC llOl
improve their reading comprehension is ignoclass here at UCF. He happily complied, and
rant and arrogant. For one, Jurie does not permy students were delighted and awed by his
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A16
presentatio They each compiled a one-page

_,

Race relations the office
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by talented writer
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READERVIEWS
FROM A14

f1

millions. Should we therefore take away everyone's right to own cars? After all. every day
someone driving a car kills another person and
they had never killed before.
·
Secondly, the assertion that the ~onstitution
gives us the right to keep and bear arms because
of the Revolutionary War and that was over two
centuries ago, therefore it is outdated, is also ludicrous. The author states that we rarely have come
under attack on our own soil Hello, but not only
have you been living under a rock, but it must be
a rock on the moon, if you do not realize -that
9/ll/2001 was attack on our soil against our citizens. Of course, these suicidal terrorists killed
themselves, but it is asiitlne to assert that it is not
possible for an enemy to start warfare on our
streets. What kind of disadvantage would our citizens be at if the enemy had guns and we did not?
I won't even bother going into the problem with
criminals obtaining guns on the black market and
using them against law abiding citizens who
would be banned from owning guns, as the article
itself more than thoroughly illustrated·the lack of
.logic in banning guns.
,.

sonally know these "letter writers " and implying that ,t hey cannot comprehend what they read
is implying that he thinks the student body (the
letter writers) are somehow beneath he and
Meehan's intelligence level just because he and
Meehan are older and have more education. If
Jurie shares Meehan's apparent concern over
"UCF's reputation, " he apparently does not
think it will harm UCF's reputation·for professors to belittle the student body.
Fi.Qally, the argument that an Afro wig awakens a legacy of minstrelsy and black face humor
is akin to saying that someone who shaves his ·
head is awakening Nazism. Minstrelsy did
involve wearing of afro wigs, but it also involved
painting people's faces black, dancing around,
mocking, degrading, and belittling the AfricanAmerican culture. If the wig alone conjures up
memories of these practices, I advise Meehan
and Jurie, albeit too late, to go out and protest the
recent film Starsky and Hutch. After an, Ben
Stiller wore an Afro in the nationally released
picture, and we must all stand strong to prevent
- ANDREW KESSLER
the racial wars that are sure to start once everyone in the country finally awakens to see the
light. Or, maybe we should ask them for an apolAt 1330 hours on July 12 [1948]... Lt. Col
ogy for publicly humiliating_UCF's president and
Yitzhak Rabin issued the following order: "The
students-carrying their agendas to such extreme
absurdity that it should be they, not Hitt, whom . inhabitants of Lydda must be expelled quickly
without attention to age."
UCF is embarrassed by.
A similar order was issued at the same time to
- CHRIS BUCKLEY
the Kiryati Brigade concerning the inhabitants of
the neighboring town of R<imle, occupied by
Kiryati troops that morning ... On July 12 and 13,
In response to "On the Palestme Refugees" :
the Yaftah brigades carried out their orders,
expelling the 50,000 to 60,000 remaining inhabi- ·
;Homicide bombings cannot be justified under
tants of and refugees camped in and around the
any circumstances and cannot be explained
two towns ...
:away as a result of an "occupation ."
1
The Israeli War of Independence in 1948 was
On the occasion, in 1978, of President Jimmy
Carter presiding over a meeting of the Israeli
:not started by Israel
' Opinions are not the same as facts.
.
cabinet, the only non-Jew to have ever been
: Ariel Sharon did not take office until the curasked to do that, then-Minister of Agriculture
rent "intifada'' was well underway. The Palestini- Ariel Sharon told Carter that there already was a
must take responsibility for their own
Palestinian state, that it was Jordan, and that'he
actions in starting a terrorist war against Israel
could take for granted that within the next few
We must remember the Jewish refugees from
years there would be two to three million Jews
. Arab lands.
mign\ting into the territories occupied by Israel
To call the victims of The Holocaust (primari- · in the '67 War. He added\ "Even as we speak, ,
there are Jewish families moving into Judea and ·
ly Jews) "Nazis" is racist in itself. This charge is
Samaria!"
especially hurtful to Jews, and that's why it is
used.
How are the two events connected? Ariel
- DAVID SWEDARSKY Sharon is now Israel's prime minister. He is
keeping true to his promise to Jiinmy Carter. The
War ofl948 is continuing and Palestine is being
expunged ofits native inhabitants as Israeli set. The logic used in the opinion NRA Nuts, say- tlements continue to expand. Non-Jews, including that people should be limited in what kind (if ing the native population, are not welcome west
any) guns they own is inherently flawed The
of the Jordan.
writer compares the danger of guns with the
The suicide bombings inside Israel, the first
danger of pit bulls, and apparently thinks that
of which only occurred in 1994 after 25 years of
bqth should be banned because of the possible
occupation, is only a side show. That is a symp- danger they invite.
tom and long way from the heart of the IsraeliI recently saw a show on the History Channel Palestinian conflict.
saying that the number of people who have died
- WILLIAM JAMES MARTIN
due to automobiles in the last 100 years is in the
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wauted: General
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
lSO Help Wanted: Part·Time
175 HelpWanted:Full-Time
200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments

,

250 Roommates
275 Sublease

400
450
SOO
525
550
600
700
800

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS
Services
Retail

Events:Campus
Events: Greek life
Events: Off.Campus
Travel

Worship
Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

300 ForSale:General
325 "for Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #200
Orlando, FL 32817

999 Lost & Found

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

CAREER? We'll provide top 5
.
companies hiring in your area/profession.
Send $10 and SASE:
AMI, 6300 Power Ferry Rd.
Suite 600-163. Atlanta, GA 30339
· "Ms. Emily's Bed & Biscuit ·
is looking for someone who is a
dedicated animal lover to work
flexible hours "as a ke1;inel tech. Fax
resume to 407-823-7415
or call 407-737·0774.

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Fall 2004 Tues
and Thurs 1Oa.m. • 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
PC skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-247-0788 or Purple@kua.net.
"Babysitter wanted. Mon-Fri. afternoons.
(3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.) For boys ages 4
and 6: starting early August.
Driving required Call 407-341-8325.
17 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE WEIGHT.
100% Natural. Call Gary at
916-705-0175

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: Univlrsity Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

SUMMER SCHEDULE:
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

FITNESS CONSULTANTS:
UCF Faculty/Staff Wellness Research
Center seeks CPRIAED trained
individuals. Duties: supervision
of fitness area, spotting, orientations,
fitness assessments. Contact
Bob Lowe 407-823-4470 or
rclowe@mail.ucf.edu More info on WRC
@ http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-wrcenter/
· Leasing Professiqnal • Part Time,
Experience Required., Great pay witt:l
commission opportunities. Fax resumes
to (407) 482-9991. EOE
www.nuff-tv.com seeks IS programmer
with basic UNIX, JAVA, & database
development for financials. Make up your
own hours. Wages negotiable.
407-299-5662 .ask for Danny. '
ATTNI Work From Home.
$500-$4500/mo. PT or FT.
Training. 1·800-30-9321
www.successbuilderteam.com

6200 International Drive .
.Orlando, FL 32819

Orlando'_s Bl.GGEST &.BEST _
Water Theme Park

is accepting applications
for the following entrilevel 'jobs:

~

'I

Ride Operator
• Lifeguard
• .Food & Beverag~:

Cooks and Cashiers

Apply in person or call our job hotline at

'407-248-1600

SUMMER AD RATES

Cash, Check,
. Ma.s tercard, yrsA, AMEX

Bolding:
Large Headline:

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/Wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

mmEfil

$6/wk
$10/wk
$9/wk . . $5/wk
$4/wk .
$8/wk
$1/wk
$11wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line.. $1/wk for each additional line.

Great part or full time job opportunity. Be
part of our winning team!! Flex hours,
competitive pay, benefits avail. Apply in
person at Apartment Hunters 12227 Univ
Blvd or call 407-282-0980
Caregiver(s) needed for 6 year-old boy,
recently adopted from Ukraine. Interest
in education or ESL useful, not req .
Afternoons and/or some evenings and
weekends. 20-30 hrs/wk. Start ASAP.
Lake Eola area downtown. Call Jim
407-748-3717.

~

HELP WANTED

1 week:

4w~ks:
12 weeks:

PAYMENT METHODS

Fun place to work! If your not making
$400 to $600 (to start) a week and would
like to, Call 407-679-1001 .
·Art sales. Will train.

Apartment Maintenance Tech
Clean background, reliable transportation
+ n/s = great job and benefits in LBV
area. Fax re.sume or written inquiry to
~07 '658-6103.
View all classifieds online flnytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good 'w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.
Housekeeper for business offices.
Clean background, reliable transportation
+ n/s =great job and benefits in LBV
area. Fax resume or written inquiry to
407-658-6103.

- - - - Travelers Paradise -- - - - Everything a College -Student Could Want in a Job!

' Admihistrative front desk assistant
needed in lBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.
Gymnastic and Tumbling Instructors
wanted. Prior exp. req.; must work
well with kids in a positive
atmosphere. $8-$15/hr. Call
407-679-6620.

..

•

HOW TO PLACE ANAD

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Two Men and a Truck is looking fpr.
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers. Must
be neat in appearance, have clean
driving record, strong work ethic, & exc.
customer skills. We offer excellerlt wages
+tips, & bonuses. 407-816-0915 .. We are
located west of )he airport at 2901
• McCoy Rd, b/w Conway and Orange
Ave.

Advertising Sales for Media Print
Booklets. Independent contractor with
advertisirng sales experience wanted. Full
commission ad sales. Full or Part time.
Call 407-876-8330 to s·et up an interview
or fax resume to 407-876-8338.

.

Housekeeper for business offices.
Clean background, reliable transportation
·+ n/s = great job and benefits in LBV
area. Fax res'ume or written inquiry to
407-658-6103 .
YARDWORK. $10/hr. App. 8-10 hrs.
a month. Private residence in
downtown Orlando. Mowing,
trimming, weeding, general upkeep.
All equip. supplied. Must be avail.
this·summer, next fall , and next
spring. 407·898·8082.
Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5·9p.m. Mon.-Fri.
$350 base + comm. Gas & med
insurance. Call Nick 407-467-4102.

• Relaxed atmosphere Sell vacation packages to the U.K.
• Cash spiffs paid daHy
Hourly + Commission
•flexible schedule
Opportunity for $500-Sl 000/wk

407-33'2-7385

• INBOUND CALLS

Pharmaceutical Representative
$70,000
estimated first-year earni ngs
Medical Equipment Representative

$ 150,000

estimated first- year earnings

For information 'On entry into
this industry go to:: '

www.pharcor.com

PHARCOR

PT Cleaning/ Supervision
EVES . Cleaners pay $6.50-$7.50/hr.
Supervisori; $8.00-$10.00/hr.
Looks good on resume, flex hours must
,be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481 -0180

Summer
Exnaosio

Great Summer Job
'100 sign on ·bonusl
• flexible schedules
• guarant,ed salaries

• paid .training_
• weekly payihetks

You make your own schedule day or night'with
hourly bonuses "nd commissions. No experience
is n¢cessary, we'll get you up and running with
confidence. We offer great opportunities for
· moonlighters and students.

Call now a~d set up an
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or
UCF Area 407-673-9700

to always have

money ~

1) Never spend ai;iy.
2. Donate plasma.
Earn S1$0 / .month.donating
'

your.lif e~saving plasma•.
•

•

.

\
II

l

"''

I
I

-

· D'CI Biologica~s Orlando• 1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO • 321-235-9100

Earn up to $14/hr.

.

· TalkAmerica needs confident, friendly people to assist with
new customer accounts. Eam up tp $14/hr. with the chance . ,
for an increase after 90 daY,S.

Great Company, Great Benefits
Talk America is an award-winning phone service provider
with outstanding employee ben~fits:

I

I

I

I

Gall us today: 1-407-313~ 1391
. ,,

Or walk in to apply at:.
,
1200.1 Science Drive, Orlando, FL 32826
.

.

•)

lo/

~·

.,

Talk America is an equal opportunity employer and
promotes a drug-free work environment.
·

I

I

I

,,

lm!J
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
PLANNING AHEAD?
Furnished room in a 3/2 home near UCF.
$325/mo + 1/3 utilities-free internet. Male
student for Fall semester (late July/Aug)
No drugs/parties. Students only. 6 mo
lease. 321-689-9295

r'

Room for rent in 3 bedroom house.
Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats.
No parties. $550 util. incl.
Call 407-282-7560.
1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min .from UCF. M/F. $450/mth.
All util. incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

'

3/2 townhouse for rent. 2 male
roommates wanted. Responsible, clean
renters only. 2 mi. to UCF, spacious,
remodeled, W/D, com.pool, etc.
$400.00/rm. downstairs, $500.00 for
upstairs master, + dep., stiare util. Avail.
ASAP or will consider future rental w/
deposit. E-mail me for pies & questions
@ trose348@earthlink.net or call
407:-282.-0146 after 7 p.m.

Roommate wanted for a 4/2 hbme. Close
to UCF off McCulloch. Home fully furn.
except bedroom $470/mo. incls. utilities,
W/D, Cable, Roadrunner. 407-281-0849
or 561-312-9411.

The Club @ Orlando on Chickasaw Trail.
212 condo for rent, lake view, gated
community with pool, all appliances &
cable included $750/mo + utilities. Avail
ASAP. Please call 407-282-1285

M/F for 212 in Jefferson Lofts. ASAP
through Aug. 1st. Private bath, lake view,
fully furn. Incl. all utilities. Internet, W/D,
HBO, tanning bed, gym, and rent neg.
Call Cassandra 239-777-2337. '

One bd of 4114 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking, free 20"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player. Just
$410/mo. F student only. Call T.essa @
352-551-6728.

Fully furnished economic efficiency in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min.
from UCF. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st. and last.
$300 dep. All util. incl. Call
407-758-3939.

Room avail in 4/2 house close
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless Internet &
storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utit.
Call for Info. 321-230-0658.

No sec. dep. 2 F needed to take lease
starting Aug. '04. $526/mo. at
· Jefferson Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free
tanning, Internet, 8 HBO.channels, &
pool and spa. Call 321-720-7665.

The Closest Apartments to UCF!

www.collegerentals.com
UCF.'s best apartment search
for college students!

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Rooms for rent, 7 min. from UCF in new
4 bedroom house, new neighborhood. Lg
Bedrooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys. ,
high-speed wireless Internet, cable tv,
util. incl. $550/mo. Call 954-349-1580.

F needed for 4 Bd house behind UCF.
Lg room, pool. Fully furn. $500/mo. All
Incl. DSL, avail. 8/01 /04. Must be cleanl
Call after 9 p.m. at 407-748-0887.

2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. lnvl. in ground pool, W/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utit.
Call 407-641-4205.
Room for Rent. $400/mo. util. incl.
including basic cable. Sec. Dep. w/ cable
Internet access. Behind UCF. 10 min.
drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of land.
Call Steve at' 407-281-4345.
Room avail. for female to share with
females in 4/2 home near UCF. Fully
furnished. N/ S, no pets please.
$325/mo. plus util. Call 407-319-3751.

Roommates wanted to share 3bed/2bath
house in Rio Pinar Lakes. $450/mo. incl.
util: electric, water, basic cable, W/D
privileges. $300 refundable sec. deposit.
Call Zak @ (407) 384-9247 or email
zsiddle@cfl.rr.com.

l:m FOR RENT:

•

2 rooms avail. In a large house close
to UCF. Incl. In ground p_o ol, W/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utll.
Call 407-641-4205.

F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., e'thernet,
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail.
August. Furn. if needed. Call
407-824-7883 daytime or 407- 298-1263
after 6 p.m.

W.. Apartments
...if you take my lease for summer.
Female 1/1 in 4/4 at Jefferson Lofts
$450/mo. util. incl. through Julylll
Call Amanda 727-798-0083 or
pgkdkk@aol.com

Graduate student looking for school
oriented F roommate to share 2 story
home starting ASAP. Incl office/study,
huge kitchen, fenced in yard, & 2 1/2
bath. fully furn except bedrm. $475/mo +
·1/2 util. Please call 407-620-9772

LOOK

PLANNING AHEAD
FOR SUMM/FALL HOUSING?
Gorgeous 4/2 on lake. Eastwood area
avail 7/25. $1400/mo + Dep. Min 6 mo.
lease. Please call 407-579-7590

I'll Help Pay The Rent!

Roommates

Woodside Apartments

2 Bedroom
2 Bath
s650 per month
Includes:
• Water/Sewer
•Trash
·• Pest Control

Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move jn
Aug '04. NS & ·clean a MUST.I
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl.
utll., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOWl!I Email: kleinst.;.42@yalioo.com
with name and number:
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. utit, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& ,tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
1 room In 3/2 house avall. 5 min.
from UCF. N/S. No pets. Furnished.
Rent lncls. util. phone, DSL, cable,
W/D, and alarm system. Available
immediately. Call 407-282-6250.

Call Jim at (407) 294-8082 to
hear about our student discounts
Professionally managed by
CAMEO Professionals, Inc.

Clean and Responsible
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
util. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.

G)
EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Avalon Park: 2 rooms avail. in 3/2 town
· home. Fully furn. living area. $450/mo for
downstairs, $500/mo for upstairs+ 1/3
util. Cable incl, adj comm. pool, flex
leases, no pets. Please call 407-489-8127
Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet
Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF,
W/D, local phone, cable, 2 car gar.
$375/mo plus shared util. Call Kent at" ·
407-497-8213.

LOOK

Gorgeous Place to Live!!!

No Place Like Home

Apartment $125 OFFI
Riverwind apartments: pool, jacuzzi,
gym, game room . Own bathroom/large
kitchen/utilities included/balcony. $375
(usually $500) Call Kellen
(7.27) 504-8420
"
__S_u_ble-a-se_@_U_n-iv-e-rs-ity_H_o_u_s_e_,-av-a-ii- 11
ASAP $418/mo. includes all utilities,
ethernet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle.
Minutes from UCF!
Please call 352-634-4792.

2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.

1 bedroom in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
·Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl.
W/ D, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
shuttle to UCF. Avail. ASAP. Call
Courtney at 407-435-9632.

_ Room Avali. In new 3/2 house.
Cypress Bend: gated comm., pool
soon. Dean & Curry Ford. $475/mo.
+ 1/2 util. Mature M/F. No pets. NS.
Olean. Call Wade@ 407-761-0857.

1/1 in 4/4 in Pegasus Landing. For
sublease available ASAP. $490/mo.
includes all utilities, ethernet,
cable, W/D, and free UCF shuttle.
Half of June rent free. Call 305-778-3680.

1 bedroom shared bath. $350/mo. + %
util. W/D. Pool table/darts/poker table.
Furnished. Large yard. 2 miles to UCF.
M or F. Cable, wi-fi, fully appl. kitchen.
407-365-2470 or DHalasz@cfl.rr.cor.n.

2 BD's Avail. at Jefferson Lofts!!! •
From a 4/2 flat. Move-in ASAP.
Starting at $450/per ro6m 080.
Eyerything included!
Call Cris at 727-418-6475.

Room avail. in 3/2 house close to UCF in
Oviedo. Twin Rivers subdivision. M/F.
1 unfurn. bedroom, W/D, kitchen
appliances, $425/mo util. incl.
Call Arthur at 407-376-8715.

Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus
Landing. No Move-In feesl ll Util. Incl.
Private bath, balcony/patio. Across from
pool. $490/mo. Starting ASAP! Call Erica
at 954-937-0947.

MOVE IN MAY 15th
2 roommates needed to share 3/2 house.
$500/mo incl all util & internet, 10 mins
from UCF, 10 secs from Valencia. fenced
in yard, & pool. 407-737-6700

F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/ D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAP!
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.

.F roommate wanted in a 3 / 2.5 new
condo next to Waterford Lakes Plaza.
Security system, gated and pool. Rent
$400 + 1/3 utilities. Contact Lauren at
babu_0331@yahoo.com .

Need a room for summer?

Roommate wanted, female, n/s, best
location· Hunter's Reserve, close.to UCF.
Spacious 2 bed/2 bath condo, W/D, pool,
spa, tennis, exercise facility. Avail.
8/1/04, $450/mo. + 112 electric bill, no
pets. Call Ashley @ 954-249-8655.
Room for rent in 3/2 home. 5 min. from
Waterford Lakes and 10 min. from UCF.
$400 incl. all util. except phone. M/F and
NS. Call Emily at 407-482-0524 or
407-758-5582.
House to share Alafaya Woods 10 mins.
from UCF. M seeking M/F student. Furn.
Prem. cable. High-speed Internet. W/D.
Nice yard. Roomy /.split fir. plan.
$375/mo. 407-532-3194.
UCF area. Roommate wanted to share
four bedroom home furnished 1 1/2 bath,
utilities included. $350/month plus $200
deposit. 14500 Daring Ave.
Call 407-421-1145.
Min. from Valencia, UCF and Full Sail.
Unfurn./furn . rms for rent in gay
household. $450 incl. all util. Prvt. home
on 3 acres, rms. AVAIL NOW!!I
Call 407-482-6913.

Furnished room available now in 3/3 apt.
at Pegasus Landing. $350/mo. Lease
until end of July. Non-smoking female
preferred. All utilities incl. & free HBO.
May rent is Paidlll Call 407-489-6747.

1/1 In 4/4 apt. across from UCF.
Avail April 28th. Free shuttle, furn.
room, pool, 3 HBO's, 3 friendly
female roommates. $450/mo. incl.
everything! Willing to work w/price.
Call Alyssa 407-362-2596 or
561-436-9362.
LARGE 1/ 1 In 4/4 avail May 4th-Aug 1st.
May rent FREE! F only, $400/mo + 1/4
util. Walk in closet, UCF shuttle, unfurn,
great roommates, lots of amenities!
Please call Lindsay @ 407-341-5266

Pegasus Pointe
• 1 bed 1 bath available
in a 2 bed 2 bath
• All utilities included
• Available on June 1s
to July 31, 2005
• Rent price negotiable
• 1 month FREE rent

Call: 954-478-7768
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unique student apartments

CHECK OUT THE DETAll:.S!
Individual Leases
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with ~acuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
'

·fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
fitness Center with Free-weights

..

Covered Basketball Pavilion

I

1

Internet Access

I
I

Amenities, Rents and lncentiv.es subj'ect to chapge.

1ae>.o kotitway (i r.cle

Orla ndo.r.· fl 32826

<::a ll for more inform~tion

.. www. jeff:er;s01i1J,0Jts.eam

32.1-754-2000

-·24 hr.
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Affiliated Housing

II

Pegasus Lan ding

Pegasus Pointe

Orlando. FL 328 17

2635 College Knight Court
Orlando, FL 32826
., 407.384.6800

r:---------:--.-------, 12440 Golden Knight Circle

: . $20.OQff :
I .

:

-

-- -

Move·In Fees

I

:

I Must present coupon to recievt discount I
I
f

Expires 5 p.m. 5/15/04

407.380.5807

I

L-----------------~

vvvvyv. collegepark·. org/ucf

Crossword
College Students only. 1 room available
in 212 ..No move-in fees! $585/mo, 10
month lease, includes all utilities, fu lly
furnished Available ASAP. Please call
727-798-0238
Summer Term: 1 bed avail in 4/2
.$425/mo incl everything! 1 bed also avail
in 212 $535/mo incl everything!
Call Eric or Jen 407-489-0877 or
evoatcollege@yahoo.com

WHY RENT
when you can

OWN?
3 BEDROOM,
2.BATH HOMES

1/1 in your choice of a 4/4
at Pegasus Landing. Save $15/mo by
subleasing. $475/mo. includes
everything! Free shuttle to campus .
Avail. J une 1st. Call 407-362-2505.
1bd/1ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
O ld Renewal rate only $485/mo.! All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.
1/ 1 in 4/4 available ASAP in Jefferson
Lofts. Huge bedroom! $460/mo includes
all utilities, & covered carport.
Please call 407-466-9106.

Anyone Want $100 Cash?
I will give you $100 cash if you sublease
my apt. at Pegasus Landing! Beg. May
1st - July 30th. All util. incl. Call for more
into at 407-362-2216.

DARKROOM EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Enlarger, two safe lights, dry mount
press, roll dryer, trays, tanks, bottles,
tools, assorted, paper, a timer & morel
$200 for everything! Call 407-592-5680

~:

Come join your classmales already living here•• ~
plus receive a 'Ill Washer/Dryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From .
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
and Sunday 11:00 a.m.-5:00 '-_.m.
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East.Of Alafaya

407-281-6029

Wanna W indsurf? I T he wind is. g~eat , so
get out there ... 13' enclosed, ventilated,
windsurfing trailer. Plywood, aluminum,
stainless steel upper shell, 12" tires +
spare, all good tread, 5' Terzo racks tor
topload, GC. 12' AHO Eliminator Ill
Course Race, Bic Presto 122L, Bic
Electrir.: Rock105L, 90's UP World Cup
Race 4.5m, 90's Sailworks Race 5.1 m, 2
booms, mast, several G-10, carbon,
glass fins, lots of accessories, parts. All
GC or EC. $1500 obo. May separate.
407-671-8551 eves, .e mail
blakehd@hotmail.com.
Windsurfing Gear: 13' fully enclosed
trailer. Boards: 12' AHD Course Race
270L w/custom 44" centerboard GC, Bic
Presto 122L EC, Bic Electric Rock
105L EC. Sails: UP World Cup Race
4.5m EC, Windwing 6.2m EC, boom,
carbori mast, fins, protex high speed
helmet. $1100 for all obo will separate.
407-671-8551. blakehd @hotmail.com

ACROSS
1 Out of_
(discordant)
5 Phobia
9 Luminous
14 Milne character
15 Zoom
16 Figurative use of
a word
17 Fairy-tale baddie
18 Timeworn
19 Plains dwelling
20 Domesticate
21 Relinquish
22 Modify
23 Matinee idol
25 Farmland
27 Bigots
30 Ferrante and
Teicher
34 Degrade
35 Jokes
36 Roman fiddler
37 Kind of part
38 Dashes
41 Meat cut
42 March 15th
44 Snakelike fish
45 Elicit
47 Destructive
insects
49 Granger
50 Encourage a
yegg
51 _ de foie gras
52 Man who is a
dish?
55 Composer
Stravinsky
57 View quickly
61 Film cuts
62 _ contenders
63 Tender
64 Come to terms
65 Steffi of tennis
66 Give off
67 City in Yorkshire
68 Indentured
servant
69 Absorbed-dose
units
DOWN
1 Dalmatian detail
2 Hindu discipline
3 George Wendt
on "Cheers•
4 Cheddar and.
gouda

e 2004Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All

r ight~

reserved.

5 Uproar
6 Avid
7 Passed with
· flying colors
8 Plans again from
scratch
9 Get
10 Imaginary maker
of mischiel
11 Canter leisurely
12 Frank and
honest
13 Garden pest
24 Very in Vichy
26 Drying kiln
27 Customary
practice
28 Tolerate
29 Spud
30 Beach toys
31 Medicinal fluid
32 Jiffy
33 Temperate
35 Hello and hi
39 Rose of the
diamond
40 Perch on a
bicycle

Sponsored by

11J)erfecto.

8rintmg

407-677-4077
BUSINESS CARDS
GRADUATIONS
WEDDING & MORE
43
46
48
49
51
52
53

Stung
Bedroom piece
Wading birds
Distant
Kind of bear
Ring
Lip

54 Exhaust
56 Pierce with a
horn
58 Unconscious
state
59 Like 1he Sahara
60 New Jersey 1ive

Please see solutions in next issue - Wed. 5/19

You'll notice the difference in your lawn.
Not in your wallet.

1986 Jeep CJ-7. 4 cylinder. Runs well.
Hard top and doors included.
$1 ,700. Must Sell!
Call 407-222-0929.
'97 Sporty Avenger.
Metallic-green, retractable moonroof,
enjoyable stereo, cold A/C ,
loaded, immaculate'.
$5,250/0BO Call 407-227-9226

1575 Pel Street • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate @yahoo.com.
Interested in buying or selling a home?
I can help steer you in the right direction.
Free home warranty and maid service
included with transaction. Remember,
service is the key, when you think of
Real Estate, call Donna Ashley.
Visit testimonials at ashleysells.com.
Keller Williams Advantage Realty.
407-977-7600 or 407-463-1120 (cell)
3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500.
Call for appointment 407-384-6641 .

Special Student Airfare:
Apr - Jun

Jun - Oct

London .................$400............... $650
Par is ......................$491................$800
Amsterdam .....$573 ................$800

Cheap Sleeps:

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days tor Criminal Defense, DU I,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

London - St. Christopher's Vlllage...$28/nlght
Paria- Aloha Hostel.-............._:.......-...-......$34/nlght
Eurail Flexipasa (10 days In 2 mont hs).._..$488
Eurallpaas (15 days).......- ..........-..............._.._........$414

TO GET A BETTER JOB
you need a Better Resume. Professional
Resume Writing results guaranteed! Call
321-239-6162 or email
info@abetterresume.info
Apr - Jun

GET$$$$

Jun - Oct

Auckland ............ $1402 ..............$1233
Sydney ................$1325...............$1207
Melbourne........$1325 ...............$1207

www.CredltFN.com
Student Cards
Reward Cards
And Much, Much Morell!!

Cheap Sleeps:
Auckland - Cen t r a l Backpackers...$16 /nlght
Sydney - Wake Upl Hostel...._ ........._..$23 /night
Melbourne - Bakpak Hotel................._.$25/nlght
Cairna - Giiiigan's Hotel & Resort.....$20 /nlght

TUTORING
in Writing, Dissertations, & Theses.
Edited and Reviewed by prof. technical
author. Email david@techpump.com or
call 407-252-5009.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundralsing
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 In
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundralser, (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

Apr - Jun

Jun - Oct

Sa n Jose.............$452 ...............$452
Ba ngkok ..........~ ..$971 ................$1160
Cape·rown .......$1130...............$1535

Cheap Sleeps:
San Jose - Pangeo Hostel............-......$14/nlght
Bangkok • Vlengt a l Hotel .......... _........$16/nlght
Cape Town - Ashanti Ladge.................$14/nlght
Santiago - La Cosa Ro1a .........- .._..,,_...._.$8/nlght

Free concert & community service
credltl STAND, Students Taking A
New Direction, needs 100 volunteers
as- ushers, security, hospitality staff
for a large Christian rock & hip hop
concert at the TD Waterhouse Centre,
June 4th. You get 2 meals, t-shirt,
community service certificate for 12
hrs. Email blakehd@hotmall.com.

BOOK YOUR
TRIP NOW!
IS HEAVEN FOR REAL????
www.isheaven4real.com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus Is 'coming soon! Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.COIJ.l

.,.

UCF Student Union
Pegasus Circle Bldg. 52

l'i61TRAVEL I

I

www.statravel.com
(407) 541.2000 . '
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